
“Special Topics in Occupational Safety”.

In Section 1 of this course you will cover these topics:
What Is Safety?

Safety Analysis: A Statistical Approach

When An Emergency Occurs
Topic : What Is Safety

Topic Objective:

At the end of his topic student will able to learn:

 Safety

 Fire code

 Fire safety education

 Target Audiences

 Current Life safety code

 Components

 Balanced Approach

 Common items to check for to avoid systemic problems

Definition/Overview:

Structural fire protection: Fire prevention includes minimizing ignition sources, as well as

educating the occupants and operators of the facility, ship or structure concerning operation

and maintenance of fire related systems for correct function, and emergency procedures

including notification for fire service response and emergency evacuation.

Fire protection: Fire protection is the safety and of the hazards associated with fires. It

involves the study of the behaviour, compartmentalisation, suppression and investigation of

fire and its related emergencies as well as the research and development, production, testing

and application of mitigating systems.
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Key Points:

1. Fire safety

Fire safety refers to precautions that are taken to prevent or reduce the likelihood of a fire

that may result in death, injury, or property damage, alert those in a structure to the

presence of a fire in the event one occurs, better enable those threatened by a fire to

survive, or to reduce the damage caused by a fire. Fire safety measures include those that

are planned during the construction of a building or implemented in structures that are

already standing, and those that are taught to occupants of the building.

Threats to fire safety are referred to as fire hazards. A fire hazard may include a situation

that increases the likelihood a fire may start or may impede escape in the event a fire

occurs. Fire safety is often a component of building safety. Those who inspect buildings

for violations of the Fire Code and go into schools to educate children on Fire Safety

topics are fire department members known as fire prevention officers. The Chief Fire

Prevention Officer or Chief of Fire Prevention will normally train newcomers to the Fire

Prevention Division and may also conduct inspections or make presentations.

2. Fire code

The Fire code (also Fire prevention code or Fire safety code) is a model code adopted on

a regional basis and enforced by fire prevention officers within municipal fire

departments. It is a set of rules prescribing minimum requirements to prevent fire and

explosion hazards arising from storage, handling, or use of dangerous materials, or from

other specific hazardous conditions and complements the building code. The fire code is

aimed primarily at preventing fires, ensuring that necessary training and equipment will

be on hand, and the design basis of the building, including a basic plan set out by the

architect, is not compromised. The fire code also addresses inspection and maintenance

requirements of various fire protection equipment in order to maintain optimal active fire

protection and passive fire protection measures, with the products used in accordance

with their certification listing.

A typical fire safety code includes administrative sections about the rule-making and

enforcement process, and substantive sections dealing with fire suppression equipment,
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particular hazards such as containers and transportation for combustible materials, and

specific rules for hazardous occupancies, industrial processes, and exhibitions.

Sections may lay out the requirements for obtaining permits and specific precautions

required to remain in compliance with a permit. For example, a fireworks exhibition may

require an application to be filed by a licensed pyrotechnician, providing the information

necessary for the issuing authority to determine whether safety requirements can be met.

Once a permit is issued, the same authority (or another delegated authority) may inspect

the site and monitor safety during the exhibition, with the power to halt operations, when

unapproved practices are seen or when unforeseen hazards arise.

3. Fire safety education

All fire authorities have a fire safety education program and one of the functions of Fire

Prevention Officers is to visit schools to educate the children both in how to prevent fires

and the actions they should take in the event of a fire occurring.

Fire prevention programs may include distribution of smoke detectors, visiting schools to

review key topics with the students and implementing nationally recognized programs

such as NFPAs "Risk Watch" & "Learn not to burn."

Other programs or props can be purchased readily by fire departments or community

organizations. Notably, these are usually entertaining, capture children's attention and

relay important messages. Such props include types that are mostly auditory, such as

puppets & robots. The prop is visually stimulating but the safety message is only

transmitted orally. Other props are more elaborate, access more senses and increase the

learning factor. They mix audio messages and visual queues as well as hands-on

interaction. Examples of these include mobile trailer safety houses and tabletop hazard

house simulators.

All programs tend to mix messages of general injury prevention, safety, fire prevention

and escape in case of fire. In most cases the fire department representative is regarded as

the expert and is expected to present information in a manner that is appropriate for each

age group.
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4. Target Audiences

In the United States, the very young and the elderly are considered to be "at risk"

populations. These two groups represent approximately 33% of the population and are

targeted to receive fire safety information.

5. Current Life safety code

The Life Safety Code is unique among most codes in that it applies to existing structures

as well as new structures. When a Code revision is adopted into local law, existing

structures have a grace period before they must comply, but all structures must comply

with code.

All or part of a code may be adopted as regulations in a jurisdiction and enforced by an

inspector, zoning board, fire marshal, or other officials. In particular, the Life Safety Code

deals with hazards in buildings, public conveyances and occupations, and are coordinated

with other codes and standards such as electrical, fuel-gas, mechanical, plumbing, energy,

and residential. Regardless of official adoption as regulations, life safety code provides a

valuable source for determination of liability in accidents, and many codes and related

standards are sponsored by insurance companies.m Although life safety codes deal

mainly with hazards in buildings, they also cover other emergencies that are similar to

fire and are applied to vehicles, vessels and other transports since these objects are treated

as buildings for life safety purposes.

The Life Safety Code is coordinated with other building codes and standards such as

electrical (National Electric Code NFPA70), fuel-gas, mechanical, plumbing, energy, and

residential. Normally, the Life Safety Code is used by architects and designers of vehicles

and vessels. Since the Life Safety Code is a valuable source for determining liability in

accidents, it is also used by insurance companies to evaluate risks and set rates. In the

United States, the words Life Safety Code are a registered trademark of NFPA. All or part

of the NFPA's Life Safety Code are adopted as local regulations throughout the country.

The compliance with the Code is enforced by inspectors from local zoning boards, fire

departments, or other bodies having jurisdiction
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6. Components

Structural fire protection (in land-based buildings, offshore construction or onboard ships)

is typically achieved via three means:

6.1.Passive fire protection

Passive fire protection (use of integral, fire-resistance rated wall and floor

assemblies that are used to form fire compartments intended to limit the spread of

fire, or occupancy separations, or firewalls, to keep fires, high temperatures and flue

gases within the fire compartment of origin, thus enabling firefighting and

evacuation)

6.2.Active fire protection

Active fire protection (manual and automatic detection and suppression of fires, as

in using and installing a Fire Sprinkler system or finding the fire (Fire alarm) and/or

extinguishing it)

6.3.Education

Education (ensuring that building owners and operators have copies and a working

understanding of the applicable building and fire codes, having a purpose-designed

fire safety plan and ensuring that building occupants, operators and emergency

personnel know the building, its means of Active fire protection and Passive fire

protection, its weak spots and strengths to ensure the highest possible level of

safety)

7. Balanced Approach

Passive fire protection (PFP) in the form of compartmentalisation was developed prior to

the widespread use of active fire protection (AFP), mainly in the form of fire sprinklers.

During this time, PFP was the dominant mode of protection provided in facility designs.

With the widespread installation of fire sprinklers in the past 50 years, the reliance on

PFP as the only approach was reduced. There is a perception by some fire protection
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engineers and some members of the fire protection construction industry that the model

building codes have changed with too much reliance on AFP.

Lobby groups are typically divided into two camps favouring active or passive fire

protection. Each camp tries to garner more business for itself through its influence in

establishing or changing local and national building and fire codes. At present, the camp

favouring AFP appears to be leading.

A balanced approach between all three parts, Education, AFP and PFP, is generally

recognised to be the best overall approach, but there are disagreements in emphasis. This

is to be expected, considering that many of the proponents of one camp or another have a

vested interest in the outcome, as they are involved in the sales or construction of one of

the systems. Many insiders in the trade, who know how much field conditions can

influence matters, conclude that no one side has all the answers.

The relatively recent inclusion of performance based or objective based codes tend to

support AFP initiatives, and can lead to the justification for less substantial construction.

Some proponents of PFP feel that this new approach is not properly balanced, as the use

of automatic suppression with codes allowing performance based designs often favours

the cost savings resulting from less solid structures. At times it works the other way

around, as firewalls that protrude through the roof structure are used to "sub-divide"

buildings such that the separated parts do not require sprinklers.

The decision to favour AFP versus PFP in the design of a new building may be affected

by the lifecycle costs. Lifecycle costs can be shifted from capital to operational budgets

and vice versa. AFP, may initially require less capital to install, but due to its nature

requires significant operational resources to maintain. PFP on the other hand, may be

more costly to install but less costly to maintain. Planners consider the expected life

expectancy of a building to make the most beneficial long term decision.

8. Common items to check for to avoid systemic problems

In compliance with the local building code and fire code, the architect and his other

consultants typically outline the basic fire protection plan for a building. When

applications for a building permit are made, this plan then becomes known to the
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Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ). If accepted by the AHJ, a permit is issued.

Deviations from that original plan, should be made known to the AHJ to make sure that

the change is still in compliance with the law. For existing buildings, this means that

changes are to be approved through the permit regime, even though the structure already

exists. The City of Toronto, for instance, publishes a list of items to tell interested parties

when a permit is required. Toronto also indicates when a permit is not required. The idea

behind this is to catch and prevent any unsafe conditions that may violate the law and put

people at risk. For fire protection, this means that if any one of the three components of

Fire Protection fail, the fire safety plan can be immediately and severely compromised.

Examples of code violations can be seen here. For example, if the firestop systems in a

structure were inoperable, a significant part of the fire safety plan would not work in the

event of a fire because the walls and floors that contain the firestops are intended to have

a fire-resistance rating, which has been achieved through passing a fire test and, often,

product certification of the components involved in the construction of those walls and

floors.

It is a physical impossibility to pass a fire test, that demands that the wall or floor in

question not permit the passage of fire, when there is a hole in it to let the fire through or

when that hole develops before the fire-resistance duration period for the subject barrier is

elapsed. Therefore, an improperly sealed or an unsealed penetration such as this removes

the rating of the wall or floor it is in. If that wall or floor performs a structural function as

well as forming part of an area of refuge, for instance, it is easy to see why this violation

can have a cumulative effect, which is why municipalities use the permit process and on-

site inspections to minimise the risk to the public. Since the overall plan depends on all

pieces, it is important to see that each item is in fact functional. Likewise, if there were a

sprinkler system or an alarm system, but it's down for lack of knowledgeable

maintenance, or if building occupants prop open a fire door and then run a carpet through,

the likelihood of damage and casualties is markedly increased. It is vital for everyone to

realise that fire protection within a structure is a system that relies on all of its

components
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Topic : Safety Analysis: A Statistical Approach

Topic Objective:

At the end of his topic student will able to learn:

 Total quality control

 Important Factor

 Worker safety

Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that many organizations use statistical process control to bring the

organization to Six Sigma levels of quality, in other words, so that the likelihood of an

unexpected failure is confined to six standard deviations on the normal distribution. This

probability is less than four one-millionths. Items controlled often include clerical tasks such

as order-entry as well as conventional manufacturing tasks. Traditional statistical process

controls in manufacturing operations usually proceed by randomly sampling and testing a

fraction of the output. Variances of critical tolerances are continuously tracked, and

manufacturing processes are corrected before bad parts can be produced.

Key Points:

1. Total quality control

Total Quality Control is the most necessary inspection control of all in cases where,

despite statistical quality control techniques or quality improvements implemented, sales

decrease. The major problem which leads to a decrease in sales was that the specifications

did not include the most important factor, What the customer required. The major

characteristics, ignored during the search to improve manufacture and overall business

performance were:

 Reliability

 Maintainability

 Safety
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2. Important Factor

 Marketing had to carry out their work properly and define the customers specifications.

 Specifications had to be defined to conform to these requirements.

 Conformance to specifications i.e. drawings, standards and other relevant documents, were

introduced during manufacturing, planning and control.

 Management had to confirm all operators are equal to the work imposed on them and

holidays, celebrations and disputes did not affect any of the quality levels.

 Inspections and tests were carried out, and all components and materials, bought in or

otherwise, conformed to the specifications, and the measuring equipment was accurate, this is

the responsibility of the QA/QC department.

 Any complaints received from the customers were satisfactorily dealt with in a timely

manner.

 Feedback from the user/customer is used to review designs.

 Consistent data recording and assessment and documentation integrity.

 Product and/or process change management and notification.

If the original specification does not reflect the correct quality requirements, quality cannot

be inspected or manufactured into the product. For instance, all parameters for a pressure

vessel should include not only the material and dimensions but operating, environmental,

safety, reliability and maintainability requirements. To conclude, the above forms the basis

from which the philosophy of quality assurance has evolved, and the achievement of quality

or the fitness-for-purpose is Quality Awareness throughout the company.

3. Worker safety

Worker safety is one of the most important sources of risk. Workers cannot be effectively

motivated if they feel they are working in a dangerous environment. More importantly,

work safety is one of the criteria that is used to judge a good layout within manufacturing

firms. An effective program of safety control requires the adoption, use and pervading

safety culture within organizations. Also, workers must be trained in proper procedures

and attitudes, and they can certainly contribute to a reduction in hazards by pointing out if

hazards exist in the workplace to the management. One of the effective training tools that

can be implemented to help workers overcome any problems they might face them in

their work environment is QCCs. Accordingly, this case study attempts to demonstrate
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that a movement towards a lower level of unsafe work is accelerated by the adoption of

one of the most important continuous improvement initiatives or programs, such as QCCs

Topic : When An Emergency Occurs

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to learn:

 Basis Incidents

 Events

 Clear Text (Common Terminology)

 Management by Objective

 Flexible/Modular Organization

 Span-of-control

 Coordination

 Incident Action Plan

 Comprehensive Resource Management

 Integrated Communications

 Incident Commander

 Command Staff

 General Staff

 Facilities

 Incident Command Post (ICP)

 Multiple Agency Coordination Center (MACC)

 Equipment

 Type and kind

 Command transfer

Definition/Overview:

Incident Command System: The Incident Command System (ICS) is a standardized, on-

scene, all-hazard incident management concept in the United States. It is a management

protocol originally designed for emergency management agencies and later federalized. ICS

is based upon a flexible, scalable response organization providing a common framework

within which people can work together effectively. These people may be drawn from
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multiple agencies that do not routinely work together, and ICS is designed to give standard

response and operation procedures to reduce the problems and potential for

miscommunication on such incidents. ICS has been summarized as a "first-on-scene"

structure, where the first responder on a scene has charge of the scene until the incident is

resolved or the initial responder transitions incident command to an arriving, more-qualified

individual.

Key Points:

1. Basis Incidents

Incidents are defined within ICS as unplanned situations necessitating a response. Examples

of incidents may include:

 Any emergency medical situation (ambulance service)

 A Hazardous Materials spill

 Terrorist attacks

 Natural disasters such as wildfires, flooding, earthquake or tornado

 Man-made disasters such as vehicle crashes, industrial accidents, train derailments, or

structural fires

 Search and Rescue operations

2. Events

Events are defined within ICS as planned situations. Incident command is increasingly

applied to events both in emergency management and non-emergency management

settings. Examples of events may include:

 Concerts

 Parades and other ceremonies

 Fairs and other gatherings

 Training exercises

 Foundations

Unity of Command means that each individual participating in the operation reports to

only one supervisor. This eliminates the potential for individuals to receive conflicting
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orders from a variety of supervisors, thus increasing accountability, preventing

freelancing, improving the flow of information, helping with the coordination of

operational efforts, and enhancing operational safety.

3. Clear Text (Common Terminology)

Clear Text (Common terminology) describes the format and phrasing of all incident

communications. As an emergency response organization is often made of individuals

who normally do not work together as a team, when they come together the use of

common terminology is viewed as an essential element in team building and

communications, both internally and with other organizations responding to the incident.

The Incident Command System promotes the use of common terminology, and has an

associated glossary of terms that help bring consistency to position titles, the description

of resources and how they can be organized, the type and names of incident facilities, and

a host of other subjects. The most apparent implementation of this concept is in radio

communication; 10-codes (e.g. "10-4" to mean "I understand"), acronyms, and potentially

arcane abbreviations are not to be used on the radio. Radio prowords (e.g. "Wilco" to

mean "I understand and will comply") are generally accepted due to their universality.

4. Management by Objective

Management by Objective is the heart of management planning. In principle, all actions

at an incident should be directed toward satisfying a major goal of the incident. The

Incident Commander and Planning Section are responsible for the development of

strategic objectives that clearly define what the incident team is working to achieve

during operations. Based upon the information presented at the initial incident planning

meeting and the analysis of incident potential and impacts, the Incident Commander and

Section Chiefs should have a clear understanding of the major goals that need to be

completed. Objectives are usually written, and any event with a written Incident Action

Plan must have the objectives included in that written plan.

5. Flexible/Modular Organization

Flexible/Modular Organization describes the ability of an Incident Command structure to

expand and contract efficiently as needed by the incident scope or available personnel.
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Only positions that are required for an adequate response should be filled, and ICS

sections are kept as small as possible to accomplish incident objectives and monitor

progress, within effective span-of-control. The level of response necessary for a specific

incident dictates how and when the organization develops, and in many instances not all

sections need to be activated. Only in the largest and most complex operations would the

full ICS organization be staffed.

6. Span-of-control

Span-of-control is the most fundamentally important management principle of ICS. It

applies to the management of individual responsibilities and response resources. The

objective is to limit the number of responsibilities being handled by, and the number of

resources reporting directly to, an individual. ICS considers that any single person's span

of control should be between three and seven, with five being ideal. In other words, one

manager should have no more than seven people working under them at any given time.

When span-of-control problems arise around an individual's ability to address

responsibilities, they can be addressed by expanding the organization in a modular

fashion. This can be accomplished in a variety of ways. An Incident Commander can

delegate responsibilities to a deputy and/or activate members of the Command Staff.

Members of the Command Staff can delegate responsibilities to Assistants, etc. There

may be exceptions, usually in lower-risk assignments or where resources work in close

proximity to each other.

7. Coordination

Coordination on any incident or event is possible and effective due to the implementation

of the following concepts:

8. Incident Action Plan

Incident Action Plans include the measurable strategic operations to be achieved and are

prepared around a time frame called an Operational Period. Incident Action Plans may be

verbal or written (except for hazardous material incidents where it has to be written), and

are prepared by the Planning Section. The IAP insures that everyone is working in

concert toward the same goals set for that operational period. The purpose of this plan is
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to provide all incident supervisory personnel with direction for actions to be implemented

during the operational period identified in the plan. Incident Action Plans provide a

coherent means of communicating the overall incident objectives in the context of both

operational and support activities. The consolidated IAP is a very important component of

the ICS that reduces freelancing and ensures a coordinated response. At the simplest

level, all Incident Action Plans must have four elements:

 What do we want to do?

 Who is responsible for doing it?

 How do we communicate with each other?

 What is the procedure if someone is injured?

9. Comprehensive Resource Management

Comprehensive Resource Management is a key management principle that implies that

all assets and personnel during an event need to be tracked and accounted for. It can also

include processes for reimbursement for resources, as appropriate. Resource management

includes processes for:

 Categorizing resources.

 Ordering resources.

 Dispatching resources.

 Tracking resources.

 Recovering resources.

Comprehensive Resource Management ensures that visibility is maintained over all

resources so they can be moved quickly to support the preparation and response to an

incident, and ensuring a graceful demobilization. It also applies to the classification of

resources by type and kind, and the categorization of resources by their status. Assigned

resources are those that are working on a field assignment under the direction of a

supervisor. Available resources are those that are ready for deployment, but have not been

assigned to a field assignment. Out-of-service resources are those that are not in either the

available" or "assigned" categories. Resources can be "out-of-service" for a variety of

reasons including: resupplying after a sortie (most common), shortfall in staffing,

personnel taking a rest, damaged/inoperable.
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10. Integrated Communications

The use of a common communications plan is essential for ensuring that responders can

communicate with one another during an incident. Communication equipment,

procedures, and systems must operate across jurisdictions (interoperably). Developing an

integrated voice and data communications system, including equipment, systems, and

protocols, must occur prior to an incident.

11. Incident Commander

11.1. Single Incident Commander

Most incidents involve a single Incident Commander. In these incidents a single person

commands the incident response and is the decision-making final authority.

11.2. Unified Command

A Unified Command is used on larger incidents usually when multiple agencies are

involved. A Unified Command typically includes a command representative from

major involved agencies and one from that group to act as the spokesman, though not

designated as an Incident Commander. A Unified Command acts as a single entity.

11.3. Area Command

During multiple-incident situations, an Area Command may be established to provide

for Incident Commanders at separate locations. Generally, an Area Commander will

be assigned - a single person - and the Area Command will operate as a logistical and

administrative support. Area Commands usually do not include an Operations

function.

12. Command Staff

12.1. Safety Officer

The Safety Officer monitors safety conditions and develops measures for assuring the

safety of all assigned personnel.
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12.2. Public Information Officer

The Public Information Officer serves as the conduit for information to internal and

external stakeholders, including the media or other organizations seeking information

directly from the incident or event.

12.3. Liaison

A Liaison serves as the primary contact for supporting agencies assisting at an

incident.

13. General Staff

13.1. Operations Section Chief

The Operations Section Chief is tasked with directing all actions to meet the incident

objectives.

13.2. Planning Section Chief

The Planning Section Chief is tasked with the collection and display of incident

information, primarily consisting of the status of all resources and overall status of the

incident.

13.3. Finance/Administration Section Chief

The Finance/Admin. Section Chief is tasked with tracking incident related costs,

personnel records, requisitions, and administrating procurement contracts required by

Logistics.

13.4. Logistics Section Chief

The Logistics Section Chief is tasked with providing all resources, services, and

support required by the incident.
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14. Facilities

ICS uses a standard set of facility nomenclature. ICS facilities include: Pre-Designated

Incident Facilities: Response operations can form a complex structure that must be held

together by response personnel working at different and often widely separate incident

facilities. These facilities can include:

15. Incident Command Post (ICP)

The ICP is the location where the Incident Commander operates during response

operations. There is only one ICP for each incident or event, but it may change locations

during the event. Every incident or event must have some form of an Incident Command

Post. The ICP may be located in a vehicle, trailer, tent, or within a building. The ICP will

be positioned outside of the present and potential hazard zone but close enough to the

incident to maintain command. The ICP will be designated by the name of the incident,

e.g., Trail Creek ICP.

15.1. Staging Area

Can be a location at or near an incident scene where tactical response resources are

stored while they await assignment. Resources in staging area are under the control

of the Logistics Section and are always in available status. Staging Areas should be

located close enough to the incident for a timely response, but far enough away to be

out of the immediate impact zone. There may be more than one Staging Area at an

incident. Staging Areas can be collocated with the ICP, Bases, Camps, Helibases, or

Helispots.

15.2. Base

A Base is the location from which primary logistics and administrative functions are

coordinated and administered. The Base may be collocated with the Incident Command

Post. There is only one Base per incident, and it is designated by the incident name. The

Base is established and managed by the Logistics Section. The resources in the Base are

always out-of-service.
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15.3. Camps

Locations, often temporary, within the general incident area that are equipped and

staffed to provide sleeping, food, water, sanitation, and other services to response

personnel that are too far away to use base facilities. Other resources may also be

kept at a camp to support incident operations if a Base is not accessible to all

resources. Camps are designated by geographic location or number. Multiple Camps

may be used, but not all incidents will have Camps.

15.4. Helibase

A Helibase is the location from which helicopter-centered air operations are

conducted. Helibases are generally used on a more long-term basis and include such

services as fueling and maintenance. The Helibase is usually designated by the name

of the incident, e.g. Trail Creek Helibase.

15.5. Helispots

Helispots are more temporary locations at the incident, where helicopters can safely

land and take off. Multiple Helispots may be used. Each facility has unique location,

space, equipment, materials, and supplies requirements that are often difficult to

address, particularly at the outset of response operations. For this reason, responders

should identify, pre-designate and pre-plan the layout of these facilities, whenever

possible. On large or multi-level incidents, higher-level support facilities may be

activated.

16. Multiple Agency Coordination Center (MACC)

Also known as an Emergency Operations Center, the MACC is a central command and

control facility responsible for the strategic, or "big picture" of the disaster. Personnel

within the MACC use Multi-agency Coordination to guide their operations. The MACC

coordinates activities between multiple agencies and does not normally directly control

field assets, but makes strategic decisions and leaves tactical decisions to individual

agencies. The common functions of all EOC's is to collect, gather and analyze data; make

decisions that protect life and property, maintain continuity of the government or
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corporation, within the scope of applicable laws; and disseminate those decisions to all

concerned agencies and individuals.

17. Equipment

ICS uses a standard set of equipment nomenclature. ICS equipment include:

Tanker - This is an aircraft that carries fuel (Fuel Tanker) or water (Water Tanker).

Tender - Like a tanker, but a ground vehicle, also carrying fuel (Fuel Tender) or water

(Water Tender).

18. Type and kind

The "type" of resource describes the size or capability of a resource. For instance, a 50

kW (for a generator) or a 3-ton (for a truck). Types are designed to be categorized as

"Type 1" through "Type 5" formally, but in live incidents more specific information may

be used. The "kind" of resource describes what the resource is. For instance, generator or

a truck. The "type" of resource describes a performance capability for a kind of resource

for instance,

In both type and kind, the objective must be included in the resource request. This is done

to widen the potential resourse response. As an example, a resource request for a small

aircraft for arial reconnaissance of a search and rescue scene may be satisfied by a

National Guard OH-58 Kiowa helicopter (Type & Kind: Rotary-wing aircraft, Type II/III)

or by a Civil Air Patrol Cessna 182 (Type& Kind: Fixed-wing aircraft, Type I). In this

example, requesting only a fixed-wing or a rotary-wing, or requesting by type may

prevent the other resource's availability from being known.

19. Command transfer

A role of responsibility can be transferred during an incident for several reasons: As the

incident grows a more qualified person is required to take over as Incident Commander to

handle the ever-growing needs of the incident, or in reverse where as an incident reduces

in size command can be passed down to a less qualified person (but still qualified to run

the now-smaller incident) to free up highly-qualified resources for other tasks or
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incidents. Other reasons to transfer command include jurisdictional change if the incident

moves locations or area of responsibility, or normal turnover of personnel due to extended

incidents. The transfer of command process always includes a transfer of command

briefing, which may be oral, written, or a combination of both

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Home Safety

Fire Safety

Personal
Protection And
Firearm Safety

Topic : Home Safety

Topic Objective:

At the end of his topic student will able to learn:

 Home Fire Safety

 Home Safety Tips

 Keep Fireplaces and Wood Stoves Clean

 Safely Burn Fuels

 Protect the Outside of Your Home

 Protect the Inside of Your Home

Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that home safety may indicate a building's ability to

protect against external harm events (such as weather, home invasion, etc), or

may indicate that its internal installations (such as appliances, stairs, etc) are

safe (not dangerous or harmful) for its habitants.
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Key Points:

1. Home Fire Safety

More than one-third of Americans use fireplaces, wood stoves and other

fuel-fired appliances as primary heat sources in their homes.

Unfortunately, many people are unaware of the fire risks when heating

with wood and solid fuels. Heating fires account for 36% of residential

home fires in rural areas every year. Often these fires are due to creosote

buildup in chimneys and stovepipes. All home heating systems require

regular maintenance to function safely and efficiently. Statistics show

that a third of all fatalities caused by accidental house fires involve those

over 75. Aside from the risk of injury, fire can also cause damage to your

home or loss of valuables which can be a traumatic and costly burden.

2. Home Safety Tips

While being older doesnt necessarily mean having to rely on others, it

does mean you are at an increased risk of having a fire in your home.

Think about fire safety and how safe your home is. You can sign up for a

free home fire safety visit at the HM Government Fire Gateway, for

information on fire prevention from your local Fire and Rescue Service.

 Fit and maintain a smoke alarm. You should have one on each level of your

home. The ideal position is on the ceiling, in the middle of a room, or on the

hallway and landing. Dont put alarms in or near kitchens or bathrooms where

smoke or steam can set them off by accident.

 Test your smoke alarm weekly. A working smoke alarm can give you

valuable time to get out, stay out and dial 999.

 Dont remove the batteries. If your smoke alarm keeps going off accidentally

while you are cooking, dont remove the batteries. Instead move the alarm or

change it for one with a silencer button.

 Stay safe in the kitchen. This is the area where the majority of house fires

start, so never leave cooking unattended. If you need to leave the kitchen,

turn electrical appliances off and take pans off the heat.
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 In the event of a fire 'Get out, Stay out and Call 999!' Don't delay for

valuables, don't investigate or try to tackle the fire. Use a mobile, a

neighbour's phone or a phone box to call 999. If someone needs to be

rescued, wait safely outside for the firefighters who have the equipment and

training to do it. Never go back in.

 Don't overload plug sockets. One plug per socket is the rule. Be careful not to

let leads trail over cookers or touch water.

 Get 'key clever'. Keys for windows and doors should always be kept in an

accessible place where everyone can find them. This is so you can get out

quickly in the event of a fire.

 Plan your escape route. Make sure you and your family knows the quickest

way out in the event of fire. Consider an alternative route in case your usual

one is blocked.

 Be careful with candles. Keep candles in secure holders, on a surface that

doesnt burn, and away from any materials that could burn, such as curtains.

 Watch that electric blanket. Make sure that electric blankets are turned off

and stored flat (not rolled up) when not in use. Never use them with a hot

water bottle. Statistics show that of fires caused by electrical appliances,

electric blankets have the highest rate of injury, with 440 injuries for every

1,000 fires.

3. Keep Fireplaces and Wood Stoves Clean

Have your chimney or wood stove inspected and cleaned annually by a

certified chimney specialist. Try to clear the area around the hearth of

debris, decorations and flammable materials. If possible always use a

metal mesh screen with fireplaces. Leave glass doors open while burning

a fire. And most importantly Install stovepipe thermometers to help

monitor flue temperatures. Keeping air inlets on wood stoves open is also

important, and do never restrict air supply to fireplaces. Otherwise you

may cause creosote buildup that could lead to a chimney fire. In the end

Use fire-resistant materials on walls around wood stoves.
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4. Safely Burn Fuels

Never use flammable liquids to start a fire. Do try using only seasoned

hardwood. Soft, moist wood accelerates creosote buildup. And Build

small fires that burn completely and produce less smoke. For a safer

home never burn cardboard boxes, trash or debris in your fireplace or

wood stove. When building a fire, place logs at the rear of the fireplace

on an adequate supporting grate. If you want to live in a safe home never

leave a fire in the fireplace unattended. You should extinguish the fire

before going to bed or leaving the house. And importantly soak hot ashes

in water and place them in a metal container outside your home.

5. Protect the Outside of Your Home

Stack firewood outdoors at least 30 feet away from your home and keep

the roof clear of leaves, pine needles and other debris. Do try cover the

chimney with a mesh screen spark arrester. And importantly remove

branches hanging above the chimney, flues or vents.

6. Protect the Inside of Your Home

Protect the Inside of Your Home by installing smoke alarms on every

level of your home. Test them monthly and change the batteries at least

once a year. Consider installing the new long life smoke alarms. Do

provide proper venting systems for all heating equipment. And extend all

vent pipes at least three feet above the roof

Topic : Fire Safety

Topic Objective:

At the end of his topic student will able to learn:

 Fire safety education

 Fire protection

 Fire protection Structure
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 Fire safety education

 Target Audiences

 Fire protection Operations

 Fire safety

 Fire code

 Hazardous Materials Appliances

 Logistical Support Appliances

 Design and construction

 Visual warnings

 Passive visual warnings

 Active visual warnings

 Audible warnings

Definition/Overview:

Fire safety education All fire departments-- have a fire safety education

program and one of the functions of Fire Prevention Officers is to visit

schools to educate the children both in how to prevent fires and the actions

they should take in the event of a fire occurring.

Fire protection: Fire protection is the safety and of the hazards associated

with fires. It involves the study of the behaviour, compartmentalisation,

suppression and investigation of fire and its related emergencies as well as

the research and development, production, testing and application of

mitigating systems.

Key Points:

1. Fire protection Structure

In structures, be they land-based, offshore or even ships, the owners and

operators are responsible to maintain their facilities in accordance with a

design-basis that is rooted in laws, including the local building code and

fire code, which are enforced by the Authority Having Jurisdiction.

Buildings must be constructed in accordance with the version of the
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building code that is in effect when an application for a building permit is

made. Building inspectors check on compliance of a building under

construction with the building code. Once construction is complete, a

building must be maintained in accordance with the current fire code,

which is enforced by the fire prevention officers of a local fire

department. In the event of fire emergencies, Firefighters, fire

investigators, and other fire prevention personnel called to mitigate,

investigate and learn from the damage of a fire. Lessons learned from

fires are applied to the authoring of both building codes and fire codes.

2. Fire safety education

Fire prevention programs may include distribution of smoke detectors,

visiting schools to review key topics with the students and implementing

nationally recognized programs such as NFPAs "Risk Watch" & "Learn

not to burn." Other programs or props can be purchased readily by fire

departments or community organizations. Notably, these are usually

entertaining, capture children's attention and relay important messages.

Such props include types that are mostly auditory, such as puppets &

robots. The prop is visually stimulating but the safety message is only

transmitted orally. Other props are more elaborate, access more senses

and increase the learning factor. They mix audio messages and visual

queues as well as hands-on interaction. Examples of these include mobile

trailer safety houses and tabletop hazard house simulators.

All programs tend to mix messages of general injury prevention, safety,

fire prevention and escape in case of fire. In most cases the fire

department representative is regarded as the expert and is expected to

present information in a manner that is appropriate for each age group.

All fire authorities have a fire safety education program and one of the

functions of Fire Prevention Officers is to visit schools to educate the

children both in how to prevent fires and the actions they should take in

the event of a fire occurring. Fire prevention programs may include

distribution of smoke detectors, visiting schools to review key topics with
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the students and implementing nationally recognized programs such as

NFPAs "Risk Watch" & "Learn not to burn."

Other programs or props can be purchased readily by fire departments or

community organizations. Notably, these are usually entertaining, capture

children's attention and relay important messages. Such props include

types that are mostly auditory, such as puppets & robots. The prop is

visually stimulating but the safety message is only transmitted orally.

Other props are more elaborate, access more senses and increase the

learning factor. They mix audio messages and visual queues as well as

hands-on interaction. Examples of these include mobile trailer safety

houses and tabletop hazard house simulators.

3. Target Audiences

In the United States, the very young and the elderly are considered to be

"at risk" populations. These two groups represent approximately 33% of

the population and are targeted to receive fire safety information

4. Fire protection Operations

Building a facility in accordance with the version of the local building

code in effect at the time of building permit application Maintaining a

facility and conducting oneself in accordance with the provisions of the

fire code, from the moment that the building was occupied. This is based

on thorough knowledge of the code by the owner and ensuring that the

occupants and operators of the building are fully aware of the currently

applicable regulations, including supplementary documents that may be

applicable, which are referenced in the fire code, such as, as an example,

NFPA-13 or NFPA-96.

5. Fire safety

Fire safety refers to precautions that are taken to prevent or reduce the

likelihood of a fire that may result in death, injury, or property damage,
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alert those in a structure to the presence of a fire in the event one occurs,

better enable those threatened by a fire to survive, or to reduce the

damage caused by a fire. Fire safety measures include those that are

planned during the construction of a building or implemented in

structures that are already standing, and those that are taught to occupants

of the building.

Threats to fire safety are referred to as fire hazards. A fire hazard may

include a situation that increases the likelihood a fire may start or may

impede escape in the event a fire occurs. Fire safety is often a component

of building safety. Those who inspect buildings for violations of the Fire

Code and go into schools to educate children on Fire Safety topics are

fire department members known as fire prevention officers. The Chief

Fire Prevention Officer or Chief of Fire Prevention will normally train

newcomers to the Fire Prevention Division and may also conduct

inspections or make presentations.

6. Fire code

The Fire code (also Fire prevention code or Fire safety code) is a model

code adopted on a regional basis and enforced by fire prevention officers

within municipal fire departments. It is a set of rules prescribing

minimum requirements to prevent fire and explosion hazards arising from

storage, handling, or use of dangerous materials, or from other specific

hazardous conditions and complements the building code. The fire code

is aimed primarily at preventing fires, ensuring that necessary training

and equipment will be on hand, and the design basis of the building,

including a basic plan set out by the architect, is not compromised. The

fire code also addresses inspection and maintenance requirements of

various fire protection equipment in order to maintain optimal active fire

protection and passive fire protection measures, with the products used in

accordance with their certification listing.

A typical fire safety code includes administrative sections about the rule-
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making and enforcement process, and substantive sections dealing with

fire suppression equipment, particular hazards such as containers and

transportation for combustible materials, and specific rules for hazardous

occupancies, industrial processes, and exhibitions.

Sections may lay out the requirements for obtaining permits and specific

precautions required to remain in compliance with a permit. For example,

a fireworks exhibition may require an application to be filed by a licensed

pyrotechnician, providing the information necessary for the issuing

authority to determine whether safety requirements can be met. Once a

permit is issued, the same authority (or another delegated authority) may

inspect the site and monitor safety during the exhibition, with the power

to halt operations, when unapproved practices are seen or when

unforeseen hazards arise.

7. Hazardous Materials Appliances

Some fire departments keep special appliances for dealing with

hazardous materials, or "HazMat". These are of several types, from those

used to clean spilled oil on streets and highways, to full decontamination

units, designed to clean victims and rescuers of contaminants after an

incident.

8. Logistical Support Appliances

Many fire departments operate a number of vehicles in specialised

logistical functions. These can be stand alone vehicles, or may be modular,

such as with the use of a 'hookloader' system. Sometimes hook loaders are

used for seldom-used equipment. A hook loader can load a container very

rapidly and act as a special unit with lower investment costs. For example,

the Helsinki Rescue Department in Finland has several hook loader trucks

and more than 40 containers including a water container, a hose container,

an oil destruction container. Containers may also carry a command post,

material for catastrophes, hoses and pumps for forest fires, even field
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hospitals, or for example, high-power pumps.

9. Design and construction

Many fire appliances around the world are based on standard truck or lorry

models, which are upgraded to the specifications required by the

purchasing department. In the United States, a majority of fire trucks are

specially designed from the chassis to the cab and body. This has led to the

use of the term custom fire truck, as opposed to a commercial chassis and

cab.

Modifications a fire appliance might undergo include adjustments for

higher durability, removal of any speed limiter, and adjustments for long

periods of idling at a higher temperature. This may be accomplished by

heavy duty suspensions, brakes, tires, alternator, transmission and cooling

systems. It is also usual to upgrade the capacity of the electrics of the

vehicle, in order to accommodate the use of additional electrical and

electronic equipment. Fire appliances have audible and visual warnings, to

protect themselves from traffic, and make them seen to other units at an

incident. In many countries, use of the audible and visual warnings affords

the driver a degree of exemption from road traffic laws (such as the right to

exceed speed limits, treat red stop lights as give way etc.) and may also

infer a duty on other motorists to move out of the direction of passage of

the fire vehicle (or face possible prosecution).

10. Visual warnings

Visual warnings on a fire appliance can be of two types - either passive or

active.

11. Passive visual warnings

The passive visual warnings involve the use of high contrast patterns.

Older vehicles (and those in developing countries) are more likely to

have their patterns painted on, whereas modern appliances often carry
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retro-reflective designs which reflect light from car headlights or torches.

Patterns include 'checker board' (alternate coloured squares, sometimes

called 'battenburg markings', named after a type of cake), chevrons

(arrowheads - often pointed towards the front of the vehicle if on the side,

or pointing vertically upwards if on the rear) or stripes (along the side -

these were the first type or retro-reflective devices introduced, as the

original retro-reflective material came only in tape form). In some

countries, in addition to retro-reflective markings, vehicles are now

painted a bright yellow or orange, although in many other countries, red

remains the colour for fire engines. Another passive marking is the word

FIRE, RESCUE or local language variant spelled out in reverse on the

front of the vehicle. This enables drivers of other vehicles to more easily

identify an approaching fire service vehicle in their rear view mirrors.

The appliance may also display a telephone number which may be used

to summon assistance, along with the name of the operating department

or station identifier.

12. Active visual warnings

The active visual warnings are usually in the form of flashing coloured

lights (also known as 'beacons' or 'lightbars'). These flash in order to

attract the attention of other road users as the fire appliance approaches,

or to provide warning to motorists approaching a stopped appliance in a

dangerous position on the road. Common colours for fire warning

beacons are blue and red. The beacons can be made to flash, the original

method was to place a spinning mirror which moves around a light bulb,

called a 'rotating beacon'. More modern methods include the use of strobe

lights, which are usually brighter, and can be programmed to produce

specific patterns (such as a left -> right pattern when parked on the left

hand side of the road, indicating to other road users that they should

move out away from the vehicle). There is also the more widespread use

of LED flashing lights as they are low profile and low energy.
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13. Audible warnings

In addition to visual warnings, most appliances are also fitted with

audible warnings, sometimes known as sirens, which can alert people and

vehicles to the presence of an emergency vehicle before they can be seen.

The first audible warnings were mechanical bells, mounted to either the

front or roof of the truck. Most vehicles are now fitted with electronic

sirens, which can produce a range of different noises. Fire service driving

training often includes the use of different noises depending on traffic

conditions and manoeuvre being performed. For instance, on a clear road,

approaching a junction, the 'wail' setting may be used, which gives a long

up and down variation, with an unbroken tone, whereas, in heavy slow

traffic, a 'yelp' setting may be preferred, which is like a wail, but sped up.

The speakers for modern sirens can be located in several places on the

vehicle, including being integral to the lightbar, or hidden in the grille.

Some vehicles may also be fitted with airhorn audible warnings. A

number of North American fire departments have returned to the

'acoustic' or 'air' traditional siren as its overtones help the public 'locate'

and avoid the firetruck--the newer electronic signals disperse almost pure

tones which are hard to locate, especially in city 'canyons' of buildings.

A development is the use of the RDS system of car radios, whereby the

vehicle can be fitted with a short range FM transmitter, set to RDS code

31, which interrupts the radio of all cars within range, in the manner of a

traffic broadcast, but in such a way that the user of the receiving radio is

unable to opt out of the message (as with traffic broadcasts). This feature

is built in to all RDS radios for use in national emergency broadcast

systems, but short range units on emergency vehicles can prove an

effective means of alerting traffic to their presence, although is not able

to alert pedestrians and non-RDS radio users
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Topic : Personal Protection And Firearm Safety

Topic Objective:

At the end of his topic student will able to learn:

 Fire protection engineering

 Education

 Professional registration

 Fog nozzle

 Deluge Gun

 Roles

 Variations

 Pattern

 Goals of firefighting

 Prevention

 Self-preservation

 Occupational health and safety

 Rescue operations

 Communication and command structure

 Structure fires

Definition/Overview:

Fire protection engineering: Fire protection engineering (also known as fire engineering or

fire safety engineering) is the application of science and engineering principles to protect

people and their environments from the destructive effects of fire and smoke.

Key Points:

1. Fire protection engineering

In practice, fire protection engineers typically identify risks and design safeguards that aid in

preventing, controlling, and mitigating the effects of fires. Fire protection engineers assist

architects in evaluating buildings' life safety and property protection goals. FPEs are also
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employed as fire investigators, including such very large-scale cases as the analysis of the

collapse of the World Trade Centers. NASA uses fire protection engineers in its space

program to help improve safety.

2. History

Fire protection engineering (FPE) can lay a claim to roots dating as far back as Ancient

Rome, when the Emperor Nero ordered the city to be rebuilt utilizing passive fire

protection methods, such as space separation and non-combustible building materials,

after a catastrophic fire. The discipline of fire protection engineering emerged in the early

20th century as a distinct discipline, separate from civil, mechanical and chemical

engineering, in response to new fire problems posed by the Industrial Revolution. Fire

protection engineers of this era concerned themselves with devising methods to protect

large factories, particularly spinning mills and other manufacturing properties. Another

motivation to organize the discipline, define practices and conduct research to support

innovations became clear in response to catastrophic conflagrations and mass urban fires

that swept many major cities during the latter half of the 19th century.

In 1903 the first degree program in fire protection engineering was initiated as the

Armour Institute of Technology (later becoming part of the Illinois Institute of

Technology).

As the 20th Century emerged, several catastrophic fires resulted in changes to buildings

codes to better protect people and property from fire. It was only in the latter half of the

20th Century that fire protection engineering emerged as a unique engineering profession.

The primary reason for this emergence was the development of the body of knowledge,

specific to the profession that occurred after 1950. Other factors contributing to the

growth of the profession include the start of the Society of Fire Protection Engineers in

1950, the emergence of independent consulting fire protection engineers, and the

promulgation of engineering standards for fire protection.

3. Education

Fire protection engineers, like their counterparts in other engineering and scientific

disciplines, undertake a formal course of education and continuing professional

development to acquire and maintain their competence. This education typically includes
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foundation studies in mathematics, physics, chemistry, and technical writing. Professional

engineering studies focus students on acquiring proficiency in material science, statics,

dynamics, thermodynamics, fluid dynamics, heat transfer, engineering economics, ethics,

Systems in engineering, reliability, and environmental psychology. Specialized studies in

combustion, probabilistic risk assessment or risk management, the design of fire

suppression systems, the application and interpretation of model building codes, and the

measurement and simulation of fire phenomena complete most curricula.

In the United States, the University of Maryland (UMD) offers the only ABET-accredited

B.S. degree program in Fire Protection Engineering, as well as graduate degrees and a

distance M.Eng. program. Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) offers a M.S. and a

Ph.D. in Fire Protection Engineering. Oklahoma State University offers a B.S. in Fire

Protection and Safety Technology. Other institutions, such as the University of Kansas,

Illinois Institute of Technology, University of California, Berkeley, and University of

HoustonDowntown have offered courses in Fire Protection Engineering or technology.

In Europe, the University of Edinburgh has been among the first universities to offer a

degree in Fire Engineering and had its first research group in fire in the 1970's (these

activities are now conducted at the new BRE Centre for Fire Safety Engineering). Other

European Universities active in the fire engineering are Lund University,

Stord/Haugesund University College, University of Central Lancashire, University of

Manchester, University of Ulster, University of Leeds, University of Greenwich and

London South Bank University.

4. Professional registration

Suitably qualified and experienced fire protection engineers may qualify for registration

as a professional engineer. The recognition of fire protection engineering as a separate

discipline varies from state to state in the United States. Few countries outside the United

States regulate the professional practice of fire protection engineering as a discipline,

although they may restrict the use of the title engineer in association with its practice.

The titles fire engineer and fire safety engineer tend to be preferred outside the United

States, especially in the United Kingdom and Commonwealth countries influenced by the

British fire service. Some proponents of the title fire safety engineer assert that the title
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fire protection engineer suggests a concern only with the design of active fire protection

systems, such as automatic fire sprinklers, fire detection, fire alarm systems, smoke

management systems, gaseous fire suppression and other special hazard systems. The

advocates of the title fire safety engineer suggest it more accurately indicates an interest

in both preventive and protective measures. Those who prefer the title fire engineer

suggest that it encompasses a broader range of professional activities associated with fire

risk management, including the management of fire services. All titles are widely

recognised. The Institution of Fire Engineers is one international organization that

qualifies many aspects of the training and qualifications of fire engineers.

5. Fog nozzle

A fog nozzle is a firefighting hose nozzle that breaks the water that flows through it into

tiny droplets of water. The theory is that small droplets of water create more surface area

than a solid stream created by a smooth bore nozzle. The water absorbs the heat, turns

into steam, and displaces the oxygen, smothering the fire. With the increase of surface

area, this job is done quicker. Specially designed fog nozzles (with no stream adjustment)

have been certified by Underwriters Laboratories (UL) for use on Class B & C hazards.

6. Deluge Gun

A deluge gun, fire monitor, master stream, or deck gun is an aimable controllable high-

capacity water jet used for manual firefighting or automatic fire protection systems. Fire

monitors are often designed to accommodate foam which has been injected in the

upstream piping. Fire monitors are often fitted to fire boats and on top of large firetrucks

for use in manual fire fighting efforts. Fire monitors are also used in fixed fire protection

systems to protect high hazards, such as aviation hangars and helicopter landing pads.

Most apparatus-mounted fire monitors can be directed by a single firefighter, compared to

a standard fire hose which normally requires several. Fire Monitors can also be

automatically positioned for fixed systems. They can pump up to, and sometimes over,

2000 gallons per minute (126 litres per second).
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7. Roles

Fog nozzles play an important part in firefighting tactics. These types of nozzles are very

versatile and can accommodate different sizes of fire hose and fire streams. They can be

used for protection and for fire attack. When given the appropriate nozzle pressure and

water supply, they are effective for any fire ground situation.

Fog nozzles are typically used with fire attack hand lines. Most hand lines are 1 1/2, 1

3/4, and 2 1/2 diameter fire hose. The fog nozzle that will be used on each size of fire

hose is made to handle the maximum gallons per minute (GPM) rating that the fire hose

can handle. There are fog nozzles that are used with master stream appliances also. A

master stream can flow between 350gpm to 2000gpm. The fog nozzles placed on these

types of appliances are made to handle that high of flow rate. Even with that high of flow

rate, these fog nozzles are still made with spray pattern adjustments and in the automatic

or manually adjustable styles.

8. Variations

Fog nozzles are made in different styles and sizes. The two styles to choose from are the

automatic fog nozzles and the manually adjustable fog nozzles. Both of these nozzles can

be adjusted for the gallons per minute a firefighter needs to do the job. The automatic fog

nozzle relies on a constant pressure at the nozzle. The firefighter can operate the open-

close handle, and the nozzle will adjust the rate of flow by itself. This will give the

firefighter the best flow rate with the given amount of water. The manually adjustable fog

nozzle works differently. On these types of nozzles there is a flow adjustment bezel

around the tip of nozzle. Usually the 60gpm (gallons per minute), 95gpm, and the

125gpm flow rate selection settings are on the bezel; depending on the size of the nozzle.

The firefighter can select one of these settings before or after the nozzle is opened. Once

one of these gallon settings has been selected and supplied with the appropriate pressure,

the flow rate will remain consistent with the gallons per minute selected.

9. Pattern

All styles of fog nozzles have a spray pattern adjustment. These nozzles can produce

three different types of streams; the straight stream, the narrow-angle cone, and the wide-
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angle cone. Each of these types of streams is used for different purposes. The straight

stream can be used for long reach. The narrow-angle cone can be used for advancing an

attack line into a structure or the fire room. Protection and ventilation is the typical use of

the wide-angle fog pattern. These types of spray patterns assist the firefighter in

accomplishing his or her fire suppression efforts.

10. Goals of firefighting

Aside from the main task of extinguishing fires, the goals of firefighting are (in order)

saving lives, saving property, and protecting the environment. Firefighting is an

inherently difficult occupation. As such, the skills required for safe operations are

regularly practiced during training evolutions throughout a firefighters career. In the

United States, the preeminent fire training and standards organization is the National Fire

Protection Association (NFPA). Often initial firefighting skills are taught during a local,

regional, or state approved fire academy. Depending on the requirements of a department,

additional skills and certifications such as technical rescue and Para-medicine may also be

taught at this time.

Firefighters work closely with other emergency response agencies, most particularly local

and state police departments. As every fire scene is technically a crime scene until

deemed otherwise by a qualified investigator, there is often overlap between the

responsibilities of responding firefighters and police officers such as evidence and scene

protection, initial observations of first respondents, and chain of evidence issues. The

increasing role of firefighters in providing emergency medical services also brings

firefighters into common overlap with law enforcement. One example of this is a

common state law requiring all gunshot wounds to be reported to law enforcement

agencies. Most career (full time, paid) firefighters in North America are represented by

the International Association of Fire Fighters.

Fire fighting has several basic skills: prevention, self preservation, rescue, preservation of

property and fire control. Firefighting is further broken down into skills which include

size-up, extinguishing, ventilation, and salvage and overhaul. Search and Rescue, which

has already been mentioned, is performed early in any fire scenario and many times is in

unison with extinguishing and ventilation.
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11. Prevention

Prevention attempts to ensure that no place simultaneously has sufficient heat, fuel and air

to allow ignition and combustion. Fernando Cardona, the leading researcher in fire

prevention is accredited with much of the advancement and improvement to modern fire

fighting technique. Most prevention programs are directed at controlling the energy of

activation (heat).

Fire suppression systems have a proven record for controlling and extinguishing

unwanted fires. Many fire officials recommend that every building, including residences,

have fire sprinkler systems. Correctly working sprinklers in a residence greatly reduce the

risk of death from a fire. With the small rooms typical of a residence, one or two

sprinklers can cover most rooms. In addition, a major duty of fire services is the regular

inspection of buildings to ensure they are up to the current building fire codes, which are

enforced so that a building can sufficiently resist fire spread, potential hazards are

located, and to ensure that occupants can be safely evacuated, commensurate with the

risks involved.

Other methods of fire prevention are by directing efforts to reduce known hazardous

conditions or by preventing dangerous acts before tragedy strikes. This is normally

accomplished in many innovative ways such as conducting presentations, distributing

safety brochures, providing news articles, writing public safety announcements(PSAs) or

establishing meaningful displays in well-visited areas. Ensuring that each household has

working smoke alarms, is educated in the proper techniques of fire safety, has an

evacuation route and rendezvous point is of top priority in public education for most fire

prevention teams in almost all fire department localities.

12. Self-preservation

Self-preservation is very critical. The basic technique firefighters use is to know where

they are, and to avoid hazards. Current standards in the United States recommend that

firefighters work in teams, using a "two-in, two-out" rule whenever in an IDLH

(Immediately Dangerous to Life or Health) environment.
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Tools are generally carried at all times and are important for not only forcible entry but

also for self rescue. A Self Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA) delivers air to the

firefighter through a full face mask and is worn to protect against smoke inhalation, toxic

fumes, and super heated gasses. A special device called a Personal Alert Safety System

(PASS) is commonly worn independently or as a part of the SCBA to alert others when a

firefighter stops moving for a specified period of time or manually operates the device.

The PASS device sounds an alarm that can assist another firefighter (Firefighter Assist

and Search Team), in locating the firefighter in distress.

Firefighters often carry personal self rescue ropes. The ropes are generally 30 feet long

and can provide a firefighter (that has enough time to deploy the rope) a partially

controlled exit out an elevated window. Lack of a personal rescue rope is cited in the

deaths of two New York City Firefighters, Lt. John Bellew and Lt. Curtis Meyran, who

died after they jumped from a fourth floor of a burning apartment building in the Bronx.

Of the four firefighters who jumped and survived only one of them had a self rescue rope.

Since the incident the Fire Department of New York City has issued self rescue ropes to

their firefighters. In the United States, 25% of fatalities to firefighters are caused by

vehicle accidents while responding to or returning from an incident. Many firefighters are

also injured or killed by vehicles while working at an incident (Paulison 2005). However,

a large percentage of firefighters also succumb to heart disease, in the line of duty.

13. Occupational health and safety

13.1. Cardiovascular disease

Firefighting has long been associated with poor cardiovascular outcomes. In the

United States, the most common cause of on-duty fatalities for firefighters is sudden

cardiac death. In addition to personal factors that may predispose an individual to

coronary artery disease or other cardiovascular diseases, occupational exposures can

significantly increase a firefighter's risk. For instance, carbon monoxide, present in

nearly all fire environments, and hydrogen cyanide, formed during the combustion

of paper, cotton, plastics, and other substances containing carbon and nitrogen,

interfere with the transport of oxygen in the body. Hypoxia can then lead to heart

injury. In addition, chronic exposure to particulate matter in smoke is associated

with atherosclerosis. Noise exposures may contribute to hypertension and possibly
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ischemic heart disease. Other factors associated with firefighting, such as stress, heat

stress, and heavy physical exertion, also increase the risk of cardiovascular events.

13.2. Structural collapses

Another leading cause of death during firefighting is structural collapse of part of a

burning building (e.g. a wall, floor, ceiling, roof, or truss system). Structural

collapse, which often occurs without warning, may crush or trap on-duty firefighters.

To avoid loss of life, all on-duty firefighters should maintain two-way

communication with the incident commander and be equipped with a Personal Alert

Safety System device (PASS).

13.3. Rescue

Rescue operations consist of searching for and removing trapped occupants of

hazardous conditions. Animals may also be recovered, if resources and conditions

permit. Generally triage and first aid are performed outside, as removal from the

hazardous atmosphere is the primary goal in preserving life. Search patterns include

movement against room walls (to prevent rescuers from becoming lost or

disoriented) and methodical searches of specific areas by designated teams. Unlike a

fire control team, a rescue team typically moves faster, but has no hose to follow out

to safety through the smoky darkness. A rescue rope may be needed for tethering a

team involved in exceptionally dangerous conditions.

13.4. Incident commanders

Incident commanders also arrange for standby search and rescue teams to assist if

firefighters become lost, trapped, or injured. Such teams are commonly, and often

interchangeably, known as Rapid Intervention Teams (RIT), or Firefighter Assist

and Search Teams (FAST). According to "two-in, two-out", the only time it is

permissible for a team of firefighters to enter a burning structure without backup in

place outside is when they are operating in what is known as "Rescue Mode".

Rescue Mode occurs when firefighters have arrived at the scene, and it is readily

apparent that there are occupants trapped inside who need immediate rescue. At such

a time, properly equipped firefighters (exercising good judgment tempered by
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training and experience) may enter the structure and proceed directly to victims in

need of rescue, RIT will then be put in place when resources permit. The Worcester

Cold Storage Warehouse fire provides a stark example of disoriented rescuers

perishing when their air supply was exhausted during a fruitless primary search and

subsequent RIT searches.

Searches for trapped victims are exhaustively detailed, often including searches of

cupboards, closets, and under beds. The search is divided into two stages, the

primary and secondary. The primary search is conducted quickly and thoroughly,

typically beginning in the area closest to the fire as it is subjected to the highest risk

of exposure. The secondary search only begins once the fire is under control, and is

always (resources and personnel permitting) performed by a different team from that

which did the primary search.

14. Rescue operations

Rescue operations may also involve the extrication of victims of motor vehicle crashes

(abbreviated MVC). Here firefighters use spreaders, cutters, and hydraulic rams,

collectively called hydraulic rescue toolsknown better to the public as Jaws of Lifeto

remove metal from the patient, followed by actually removing the patient, usually on a

backboard with collar, and transferring to a waiting ambulance crew in the cold zone.

More technical forms of rescue include subsets such as rope rescue, swiftwater rescue,

confined space rescue, and trench rescue. These types of rescue are often extremely

hazardous and physically demanding. They also require extensive technical training.

NFPA regulation 1006 and 1670 state that a "rescuer" must have medical training to

perform any technical rescue operation. Accordingly, firefighters involved in rescue

operations have some kind of medical training as first responders, emergency medical

technicians, paramedics or nurses.

Searching a building is normally a two to three man team. The most common way to

search a building that is filled with smoke is to crawl on hands and knees with an axe (or

any other tool) in the firefighter's left hand. The firefighter will keep one hand on the

wall, or a foot in contact at all times with the wall. And scoot himself forward, swinging

the handle of the axe back and forth, searching for any objects in his way. If the object

moves when touched, it might be a person. Depending on the sound/feel it gives back, he
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can check what ever the object was. If it's not a person, he will continue down along the

wall.

Meanwhile his buddy/buddies have their right hand in contact with the lead firefighter's

left ankle and scooting with them. This way they cover a far larger spread of ground.

Once the person(s) is found, they will drag, carry, push, any way possible really, they will

move the victim back the way they came because they know the way they went was safe.

It is also important to remember that the Firefighter needs to check the floor before he

moves into the room. Once going into the room, he will go right, and follow the right

wall. ALWAYS. Next, when in a group of 3, the 2nd in the search line will go into most

rooms, check it over, and then return out. (This is when doing a very detailed search

because location of the victim is unknown)

15. Communication and command structure

The expedient and accurate handling of fire alarms or calls is significant factors in the

successful outcome of any incident. Fire department communications play a critical role

in that successful outcome. Fire department communications include the methods by

which the public can notify the communications center of an emergency, the methods by

which the center can notify the proper fire fighting forces, and the methods by which

information is exchanged at the scene. A telecommunicator (often referred to as a

dispatcher) has a role different but just as important as other emergency personnel. The

telecommunicator must process calls from unknown and unseen individuals, usually

calling under stressful conditions. He/she must be able to obtain complete, reliable

information from the caller and prioritize requests for assistance. It is the dispatcher's

responsibility to bring order to chaos.

While some fire departments are large enough to utilize their own telecommunication

dispatcher, most rural and small areas rely on a central dispatcher to provide handling of

fire, rescue and police services. Firefighters are trained to use communications equipment

to receive alarms, give and receive commands, request assistance, and report on

conditions. Since firefighters from different agencies routinely provide mutual aid to each

other, and routinely operate at incidents where other emergency services are present, it is

essential to have structures in place to establish a unified chain of command, and share
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information between agencies. The U.S. Federal Emergency Management Agency has

established a National Incident Management System. One component of this system is the

Incident Command System.

All radio communication in the United States is under authorization from the Federal

Communications Commission (FCC); as such, fire departments that operate radio

equipment must hold radio licenses from the FCC. Ten codes were popular in the early

days of radio equipment because of poor transmission and reception. Advances in modern

radio technology have reduced the need for ten-codes and many departments have

converted to simple English (clear text). A New York City fireman calls for ten more

rescue workers to make their way into the rubble of the World Trade Center.

16. Structure fires

16.1. A firefighter of the ACT Fire Brigade

Buildings that are made of flammable materials such as wood are different from so

called "fire-resistant" buildings such as concrete high-rises. Generally, a "fire-

resistant" building is designed to limit fire to a small area or floor. Other floors can

be safe simply by preventing smoke inhalation and damage. All buildings suspected

of being on fire must be evacuated, regardless of fire rating.

While sometimes fires can be limited to small areas of a structure, wider collateral

damage due to smoke, water, and burning embers is common. Utility shutoff (such

as gas and electricity) is typically an early priority of arriving fire crews.

Furthermore, fire prevention can take on a special meaning for property where

hazardous materials are being used or stored.

16.2. ACTFB fire trucks

Some fire fighting tactics may appear to be destructive, but often serve specific

needs. For example, during "ventilation" firefighters are often forced to open holes

in the roof or floors of a structure (called "vertical ventilation") or open windows or

walls (called "horizontal ventilation") to remove smoke and heated gases from the

interior of the structure. Such ventilation methods are also used to locate victims

quicker as visibility increases and to help preserve the life of trapped or unconscious
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individuals due to the poisonous gases inside of the structure. Vertical Ventilation is

absolutely vital to firefighter safety in the event of a Flashover or Backdraft

scenario. Releasing the flammable gasses through the roof often eliminates the

possibility of a backdraft and by the removal of heat the possibility of a flashover is

reduced significantly. Flashovers, due to their intense heat (900 - 1200 degrees

fahrenheit) and explosive temperaments are almost always fatal to firefighter

personnel. Precautionary methods, such as busting a window out, often reveal

backdraft situations before the firefighter enters the structure and is met with the

circumstance head-on. Firefighter safety is the number one priority.

Whenever possible, movable property is moved into the middle of a room and

covered with a heavy cloth tarp (a "salvage cover"). Other steps may be taken to

divert or remove fire flow runoff (thus salvaging property by avoiding unnecessary

damage), retrieving/protecting valuables found during suppression or overhaul, and

boarding windows, roofs and doors against the elements and looters.

16.3. Fire control

Fire control (or fire fighting) consists of depriving a fire of fuel (Reducing Agent),

oxygen (Oxidizing Agent), heat and/or the chemical chain reaction that are

necessary to sustain itself or re-kindle (also known as the four components of The

Fire Tetrahedron). Firefighters are equipped with a wide variety of equipment to

accomplish this task. Some of their tools include ladder trucks, pumper trucks,

tanker trucks, fire hose, and fire extinguishers. Very frequent training and refresher

training is required.

Structure fires may be attacked, generally, either by "interior" or "exterior"

resources, or both. Interior crews, using the "two-in, two out" rule, may advance

hose lines inside the building, find the fire and cool it with water. Exterior crews

may direct water into windows or other openings, or against other nearby fuels

exposed to the initial fire. A proper command structure will plan and coordinate the

various teams and equipment to safely execute each tactic. Firefighters trying to

save an abandoned convent in Massueville, Quebec, Canada

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
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Motor Vehicle And Pedestrian Safety

Features Of Fire Protection

Topic : Motor Vehicle And Pedestrian Safety

Topic Objective:

At the end of his topic student will able to learn:

 Discuss the Anatomy of a pedestrian crash

 Discuss the Reducing pedestrian injuries

 Discuss the Protecting the head

 Discuss the Protecting the limbs

 Discuss the Trams

Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that almost two-thirds of the 1.2 million people killed in road traffic

crashes worldwide are pedestrians . Despite the magnitude of the problem, most attempts at

reducing pedestrian deaths have focused solely on education and traffic regulation. However,

in recent years crash engineers have begun to use design principles that have proved

successful in protecting car occupants to develop vehicle design concepts that reduce the

likelihood of injuries to pedestrians in the event of a car-pedestrian crash. These involve

redesigning the bumper, hood (bonnet), and the windshield and pillar to be energy absorbing

(softer) without compromising the structural integrity of the car.

Key Points:

1. Anatomy of a pedestrian crash

Most pedestrian crashes involve a forward moving car. In such a crash, a standing or

walking pedestrian is struck and accelerated to the speed of the car and then continues

forward as the car brakes to a halt. Although the pedestrian is impacted twice, first by the

car and then by the ground, most of the fatal injuries occur due to the interaction with the

car. Thus vehicle designers usually focus their attention on understanding the car-
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pedestrian interaction, which is characterized by the following sequence of events: the

vehicle bumper first contacts the lower limbs of the pedestrian, the leading edge of the

hood hits the upper thigh or pelvis, and the head and upper torso are struck by the top

surface of the hood and/or windshield

2. Reducing pedestrian injuries

Most pedestrians die due to the traumatic brain injury resulting from the hard impact of

the head against the stiff hood or windshield . In addition, although usually non-fatal,

injuries to the lower limb (usually to the knee joint and long bones) are the most common

cause of disability due to pedestrian crashes. A Frontal Protection System (FPS) is a

device fitted to the front end of a vehicle to protect both pedestrians and cyclists who are

involved in a front end collision with a vehicle.

3. Protecting the head

The hood of most vehicles is usually fabricated from sheet metal, which is a compliant

energy absorbing structure and thus poses a comparatively small threat. Most serious head

injuries occur when there is insufficient clearance between the hood and the stiff-

underlying engine components. A gap of approximately 10 cm is usually enough to allow

the pedestrians head to have a controlled deceleration and a significantly reduced risk of

death . Creating room under the hood is not always easy because usually there are other

design constraints, such as aerodynamics and styling. In some regions of the hood it can

be impossible. These include along the edges on which the hood is mounted and the cowl,

where the hood meets the windshield. Engineers have attempted to overcome this problem

by using deformable mounts, and by developing more ambitious solutions such as airbags

that are activated during the crash and cover the stiff regions of the hood . The 2006 year

model of Citron C6 and Jaguar XK feature a novel pop-up bonnet design, which adds

12cm (5") extra clearance over the engine block if the bumper senses a hit.

4. Protecting the limbs

Most limb injuries occur due to a direct blow from the bumper and the leading edge of the

hood. This leads to contact fractures of the femur and the tibia/fibula and damage to the

knee ligaments due to bending of the joint. Thus, attempts at reducing these injuries
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involve reducing the peak contact forces by making the bumper softer and increasing the

contact area and by limiting the amount of knee bending by modifying the geometry of the

front end of the car. Computer simulations and experiments with cadavers show that when

cars have lower bumpers, the thigh and leg rotate together causing the knee to bend less

and thus reducing the likelihood of ligament injuries. Deeper bumper profiles and

structures under the bumper (such as the air dam) can also assist in limiting the rotation of

the leg .

5. Trams

An early example can be found on trams in the form of a lifeguard which prevents

pedestrians from being caught between the wheels of the leading bogie should they be hit.

When a pedestrian hit the lifeguard a scoop/grille would be automatically lowered in front

of the vehicle

Topic : Features Of Fire Protection

Topic Objective:

At the end of his topic student will able to learn:

 Fire protection engineering

 Education

 Professional registration

 Fog nozzle

 Deluge Gun

 Roles

 Variations

 Pattern

 Goals of firefighting

 Prevention

 Self-preservation

 Occupational health and safety

 Rescue operations
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 Communication and command structure

 Structure fires

Definition/Overview:

Fire protection engineering: Fire protection engineering (also known as fire engineering or

fire safety engineering) is the application of science and engineering principles to protect

people and their environments from the destructive effects of fire and smoke.

Key Points:

1. Fire protection engineering

In practice, fire protection engineers typically identify risks and design safeguards that aid

in preventing, controlling, and mitigating the effects of fires. Fire protection engineers

assist architects in evaluating buildings' life safety and property protection goals. FPEs

are also employed as fire investigators, including such very large-scale cases as the

analysis of the collapse of the World Trade Centers. NASA uses fire protection engineers

in its space program to help improve safety.

2. History

Fire protection engineering (FPE) can lay a claim to roots dating as far back as Ancient

Rome, when the Emperor Nero ordered the city to be rebuilt utilizing passive fire

protection methods, such as space separation and non-combustible building materials,

after a catastrophic fire. The discipline of fire protection engineering emerged in the early

20th century as a distinct discipline, separate from civil, mechanical and chemical

engineering, in response to new fire problems posed by the Industrial Revolution. Fire

protection engineers of this era concerned themselves with devising methods to protect

large factories, particularly spinning mills and other manufacturing properties. Another

motivation to organize the discipline, define practices and conduct research to support

innovations became clear in response to catastrophic conflagrations and mass urban fires

that swept many major cities during the latter half of the 19th century.

In 1903 the first degree program in fire protection engineering was initiated as the

Armour Institute of Technology (later becoming part of the Illinois Institute of

Technology).

As the 20th Century emerged, several catastrophic fires resulted in changes to buildings

codes to better protect people and property from fire. It was only in the latter half of the
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20th Century that fire protection engineering emerged as a unique engineering profession.

The primary reason for this emergence was the development of the body of knowledge,

specific to the profession that occurred after 1950. Other factors contributing to the

growth of the profession include the start of the Society of Fire Protection Engineers in

1950, the emergence of independent consulting fire protection engineers, and the

promulgation of engineering standards for fire protection.

3. Education

Fire protection engineers, like their counterparts in other engineering and scientific

disciplines, undertake a formal course of education and continuing professional

development to acquire and maintain their competence. This education typically includes

foundation studies in mathematics, physics, chemistry, and technical writing. Professional

engineering studies focus students on acquiring proficiency in material science, statics,

dynamics, thermodynamics, fluid dynamics, heat transfer, engineering economics, ethics,

Systems in engineering, reliability, and environmental psychology. Specialized studies in

combustion, probabilistic risk assessment or risk management, the design of fire

suppression systems, the application and interpretation of model building codes, and the

measurement and simulation of fire phenomena complete most curricula.

In the United States, the University of Maryland (UMD) offers the only ABET-accredited

B.S. degree program in Fire Protection Engineering, as well as graduate degrees and a

distance M.Eng. program. Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) offers a M.S. and a

Ph.D. in Fire Protection Engineering. Oklahoma State University offers a B.S. in Fire

Protection and Safety Technology. Other institutions, such as the University of Kansas,

Illinois Institute of Technology, University of California, Berkeley, and University of

HoustonDowntown have offered courses in Fire Protection Engineering or technology.

In Europe, the University of Edinburgh has been among the first universities to offer a

degree in Fire Engineering and had its first research group in fire in the 1970's (these

activities are now conducted at the new BRE Centre for Fire Safety Engineering). Other

European Universities active in the fire engineering are Lund University,

Stord/Haugesund University College, University of Central Lancashire, University of

Manchester, University of Ulster, University of Leeds, University of Greenwich and

London South Bank University.

4. Professional registration

Suitably qualified and experienced fire protection engineers may qualify for registration

as a professional engineer. The recognition of fire protection engineering as a separate
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discipline varies from state to state in the United States. Few countries outside the United

States regulate the professional practice of fire protection engineering as a discipline,

although they may restrict the use of the title engineer in association with its practice.

The titles fire engineer and fire safety engineer tend to be preferred outside the United

States, especially in the United Kingdom and Commonwealth countries influenced by the

British fire service. Some proponents of the title fire safety engineer assert that the title

fire protection engineer suggests a concern only with the design of active fire protection

systems, such as automatic fire sprinklers, fire detection, fire alarm systems, smoke

management systems, gaseous fire suppression and other special hazard systems. The

advocates of the title fire safety engineer suggest it more accurately indicates an interest

in both preventive and protective measures. Those who prefer the title fire engineer

suggest that it encompasses a broader range of professional activities associated with fire

risk management, including the management of fire services. All titles are widely

recognised. The Institution of Fire Engineers is one international organization that

qualifies many aspects of the training and qualifications of fire engineers.

5. Fog nozzle

A fog nozzle is a firefighting hose nozzle that breaks the water that flows through it into

tiny droplets of water. The theory is that small droplets of water create more surface area

than a solid stream created by a smooth bore nozzle. The water absorbs the heat, turns

into steam, and displaces the oxygen, smothering the fire. With the increase of surface

area, this job is done quicker. Specially designed fog nozzles (with no stream adjustment)

have been certified by Underwriters Laboratories (UL) for use on Class B & C hazards.

6. Deluge Gun

A deluge gun, fire monitor, master stream, or deck gun is an aimable controllable high-

capacity water jet used for manual firefighting or automatic fire protection systems. Fire

monitors are often designed to accommodate foam which has been injected in the

upstream piping. Fire monitors are often fitted to fire boats and on top of large firetrucks

for use in manual fire fighting efforts. Fire monitors are also used in fixed fire protection

systems to protect high hazards, such as aviation hangars and helicopter landing pads.

Most apparatus-mounted fire monitors can be directed by a single firefighter, compared to

a standard fire hose which normally requires several. Fire Monitors can also be
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automatically positioned for fixed systems. They can pump up to, and sometimes over,

2000 gallons per minute (126 litres per second).

7. Roles

Fog nozzles play an important part in firefighting tactics. These types of nozzles are very

versatile and can accommodate different sizes of fire hose and fire streams. They can be

used for protection and for fire attack. When given the appropriate nozzle pressure and

water supply, they are effective for any fire ground situation.

Fog nozzles are typically used with fire attack hand lines. Most hand lines are 1 1/2, 1

3/4, and 2 1/2 diameter fire hose. The fog nozzle that will be used on each size of fire

hose is made to handle the maximum gallons per minute (GPM) rating that the fire hose

can handle. There are fog nozzles that are used with master stream appliances also. A

master stream can flow between 350gpm to 2000gpm. The fog nozzles placed on these

types of appliances are made to handle that high of flow rate. Even with that high of flow

rate, these fog nozzles are still made with spray pattern adjustments and in the automatic

or manually adjustable styles.

8. Variations

Fog nozzles are made in different styles and sizes. The two styles to choose from are the

automatic fog nozzles and the manually adjustable fog nozzles. Both of these nozzles can

be adjusted for the gallons per minute a firefighter needs to do the job. The automatic fog

nozzle relies on a constant pressure at the nozzle. The firefighter can operate the open-

close handle, and the nozzle will adjust the rate of flow by itself. This will give the

firefighter the best flow rate with the given amount of water. The manually adjustable fog

nozzle works differently. On these types of nozzles there is a flow adjustment bezel

around the tip of nozzle. Usually the 60gpm (gallons per minute), 95gpm, and the

125gpm flow rate selection settings are on the bezel; depending on the size of the nozzle.

The firefighter can select one of these settings before or after the nozzle is opened. Once

one of these gallon settings has been selected and supplied with the appropriate pressure,

the flow rate will remain consistent with the gallons per minute selected.
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9. Pattern

All styles of fog nozzles have a spray pattern adjustment. These nozzles can produce

three different types of streams; the straight stream, the narrow-angle cone, and the wide-

angle cone. Each of these types of streams is used for different purposes. The straight

stream can be used for long reach. The narrow-angle cone can be used for advancing an

attack line into a structure or the fire room. Protection and ventilation is the typical use of

the wide-angle fog pattern. These types of spray patterns assist the firefighter in

accomplishing his or her fire suppression efforts.

10. Goals of firefighting

Aside from the main task of extinguishing fires, the goals of firefighting are (in order)

saving lives, saving property, and protecting the environment. Firefighting is an

inherently difficult occupation. As such, the skills required for safe operations are

regularly practiced during training evolutions throughout a firefighters career. In the

United States, the preeminent fire training and standards organization is the National Fire

Protection Association (NFPA). Often initial firefighting skills are taught during a local,

regional, or state approved fire academy. Depending on the requirements of a department,

additional skills and certifications such as technical rescue and Para-medicine may also be

taught at this time.

Firefighters work closely with other emergency response agencies, most particularly local

and state police departments. As every fire scene is technically a crime scene until

deemed otherwise by a qualified investigator, there is often overlap between the

responsibilities of responding firefighters and police officers such as evidence and scene

protection, initial observations of first respondents, and chain of evidence issues. The

increasing role of firefighters in providing emergency medical services also brings

firefighters into common overlap with law enforcement. One example of this is a

common state law requiring all gunshot wounds to be reported to law enforcement

agencies. Most career (full time, paid) firefighters in North America are represented by

the International Association of Fire Fighters.

Fire fighting has several basic skills: prevention, self preservation, rescue, preservation of

property and fire control. Firefighting is further broken down into skills which include

size-up, extinguishing, ventilation, and salvage and overhaul. Search and Rescue, which
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has already been mentioned, is performed early in any fire scenario and many times is in

unison with extinguishing and ventilation.

11. Prevention

Prevention attempts to ensure that no place simultaneously has sufficient heat, fuel and air

to allow ignition and combustion. Fernando Cardona, the leading researcher in fire

prevention is accredited with much of the advancement and improvement to modern fire

fighting technique. Most prevention programs are directed at controlling the energy of

activation (heat).

Fire suppression systems have a proven record for controlling and extinguishing

unwanted fires. Many fire officials recommend that every building, including residences,

have fire sprinkler systems. Correctly working sprinklers in a residence greatly reduce the

risk of death from a fire. With the small rooms typical of a residence, one or two

sprinklers can cover most rooms. In addition, a major duty of fire services is the regular

inspection of buildings to ensure they are up to the current building fire codes, which are

enforced so that a building can sufficiently resist fire spread, potential hazards are

located, and to ensure that occupants can be safely evacuated, commensurate with the

risks involved.

Other methods of fire prevention are by directing efforts to reduce known hazardous

conditions or by preventing dangerous acts before tragedy strikes. This is normally

accomplished in many innovative ways such as conducting presentations, distributing

safety brochures, providing news articles, writing public safety announcements(PSAs) or

establishing meaningful displays in well-visited areas. Ensuring that each household has

working smoke alarms, is educated in the proper techniques of fire safety, has an

evacuation route and rendezvous point is of top priority in public education for most fire

prevention teams in almost all fire department localities.

12. Self-preservation

Self-preservation is very critical. The basic technique firefighters use is to know where

they are, and to avoid hazards. Current standards in the United States recommend that

firefighters work in teams, using a "two-in, two-out" rule whenever in an IDLH

(Immediately Dangerous to Life or Health) environment.
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Tools are generally carried at all times and are important for not only forcible entry but

also for self rescue. A Self Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA) delivers air to the

firefighter through a full face mask and is worn to protect against smoke inhalation, toxic

fumes, and super heated gasses. A special device called a Personal Alert Safety System

(PASS) is commonly worn independently or as a part of the SCBA to alert others when a

firefighter stops moving for a specified period of time or manually operates the device.

The PASS device sounds an alarm that can assist another firefighter (Firefighter Assist

and Search Team), in locating the firefighter in distress.

Firefighters often carry personal self rescue ropes. The ropes are generally 30 feet long

and can provide a firefighter (that has enough time to deploy the rope) a partially

controlled exit out an elevated window. Lack of a personal rescue rope is cited in the

deaths of two New York City Firefighters, Lt. John Bellew and Lt. Curtis Meyran, who

died after they jumped from a fourth floor of a burning apartment building in the Bronx.

Of the four firefighters who jumped and survived only one of them had a self rescue rope.

Since the incident the Fire Department of New York City has issued self rescue ropes to

their firefighters. In the United States, 25% of fatalities to firefighters are caused by

vehicle accidents while responding to or returning from an incident. Many firefighters are

also injured or killed by vehicles while working at an incident (Paulison 2005). However,

a large percentage of firefighters also succumb to heart disease, in the line of duty.

13. Occupational health and safety

13.1. Cardiovascular disease

Firefighting has long been associated with poor cardiovascular outcomes. In the

United States, the most common cause of on-duty fatalities for firefighters is sudden

cardiac death. In addition to personal factors that may predispose an individual to

coronary artery disease or other cardiovascular diseases, occupational exposures can

significantly increase a firefighter's risk. For instance, carbon monoxide, present in

nearly all fire environments, and hydrogen cyanide, formed during the combustion

of paper, cotton, plastics, and other substances containing carbon and nitrogen,

interfere with the transport of oxygen in the body. Hypoxia can then lead to heart

injury. In addition, chronic exposure to particulate matter in smoke is associated

with atherosclerosis. Noise exposures may contribute to hypertension and possibly

ischemic heart disease. Other factors associated with firefighting, such as stress,
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heat stress, and heavy physical exertion, also increase the risk of cardiovascular

events.

13.2. Structural collapses

Another leading cause of death during firefighting is structural collapse of part of a

burning building (e.g. a wall, floor, ceiling, roof, or truss system). Structural

collapse, which often occurs without warning, may crush or trap on-duty

firefighters. To avoid loss of life, all on-duty firefighters should maintain two-way

communication with the incident commander and be equipped with a Personal Alert

Safety System device (PASS).

13.3. Rescue

Rescue operations consist of searching for and removing trapped occupants of

hazardous conditions. Animals may also be recovered, if resources and conditions

permit. Generally triage and first aid are performed outside, as removal from the

hazardous atmosphere is the primary goal in preserving life. Search patterns include

movement against room walls (to prevent rescuers from becoming lost or

disoriented) and methodical searches of specific areas by designated teams. Unlike a

fire control team, a rescue team typically moves faster, but has no hose to follow out

to safety through the smoky darkness. A rescue rope may be needed for tethering a

team involved in exceptionally dangerous conditions.

13.4. Incident commanders

Incident commanders also arrange for standby search and rescue teams to assist if

firefighters become lost, trapped, or injured. Such teams are commonly, and often

interchangeably, known as Rapid Intervention Teams (RIT), or Firefighter Assist

and Search Teams (FAST). According to "two-in, two-out", the only time it is

permissible for a team of firefighters to enter a burning structure without backup in

place outside is when they are operating in what is known as "Rescue Mode".

Rescue Mode occurs when firefighters have arrived at the scene, and it is readily

apparent that there are occupants trapped inside who need immediate rescue. At

such a time, properly equipped firefighters (exercising good judgment tempered by
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training and experience) may enter the structure and proceed directly to victims in

need of rescue, RIT will then be put in place when resources permit. The Worcester

Cold Storage Warehouse fire provides a stark example of disoriented rescuers

perishing when their air supply was exhausted during a fruitless primary search and

subsequent RIT searches.

Searches for trapped victims are exhaustively detailed, often including searches of

cupboards, closets, and under beds. The search is divided into two stages, the

primary and secondary. The primary search is conducted quickly and thoroughly,

typically beginning in the area closest to the fire as it is subjected to the highest risk

of exposure. The secondary search only begins once the fire is under control, and is

always (resources and personnel permitting) performed by a different team from

that which did the primary search.

14. Rescue operations

Rescue operations may also involve the extrication of victims of motor vehicle crashes

(abbreviated MVC). Here firefighters use spreaders, cutters, and hydraulic rams,

collectively called hydraulic rescue toolsknown better to the public as Jaws of Lifeto

remove metal from the patient, followed by actually removing the patient, usually on a

backboard with collar, and transferring to a waiting ambulance crew in the cold zone.

More technical forms of rescue include subsets such as rope rescue, swiftwater rescue,

confined space rescue, and trench rescue. These types of rescue are often extremely

hazardous and physically demanding. They also require extensive technical training.

NFPA regulation 1006 and 1670 state that a "rescuer" must have medical training to

perform any technical rescue operation. Accordingly, firefighters involved in rescue

operations have some kind of medical training as first responders, emergency medical

technicians, paramedics or nurses.

Searching a building is normally a two to three man team. The most common way to

search a building that is filled with smoke is to crawl on hands and knees with an axe (or

any other tool) in the firefighter's left hand. The firefighter will keep one hand on the

wall, or a foot in contact at all times with the wall. And scoot himself forward, swinging

the handle of the axe back and forth, searching for any objects in his way. If the object

moves when touched, it might be a person. Depending on the sound/feel it gives back, he
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can check what ever the object was. If it's not a person, he will continue down along the

wall.

Meanwhile his buddy/buddies have their right hand in contact with the lead firefighter's

left ankle and scooting with them. This way they cover a far larger spread of ground.

Once the person(s) is found, they will drag, carry, push, any way possible really, they will

move the victim back the way they came because they know the way they went was safe.

It is also important to remember that the Firefighter needs to check the floor before he

moves into the room. Once going into the room, he will go right, and follow the right

wall. ALWAYS. Next, when in a group of 3, the 2nd in the search line will go into most

rooms, check it over, and then return out. (This is when doing a very detailed search

because location of the victim is unknown)

15. Communication and command structure

The expedient and accurate handling of fire alarms or calls is significant factors in the

successful outcome of any incident. Fire department communications play a critical role

in that successful outcome. Fire department communications include the methods by

which the public can notify the communications center of an emergency, the methods by

which the center can notify the proper fire fighting forces, and the methods by which

information is exchanged at the scene. A telecommunicator (often referred to as a

dispatcher) has a role different but just as important as other emergency personnel. The

telecommunicator must process calls from unknown and unseen individuals, usually

calling under stressful conditions. He/she must be able to obtain complete, reliable

information from the caller and prioritize requests for assistance. It is the dispatcher's

responsibility to bring order to chaos.

While some fire departments are large enough to utilize their own telecommunication

dispatcher, most rural and small areas rely on a central dispatcher to provide handling of

fire, rescue and police services. Firefighters are trained to use communications equipment

to receive alarms, give and receive commands, request assistance, and report on

conditions. Since firefighters from different agencies routinely provide mutual aid to each

other, and routinely operate at incidents where other emergency services are present, it is

essential to have structures in place to establish a unified chain of command, and share

information between agencies. The U.S. Federal Emergency Management Agency has
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established a National Incident Management System. One component of this system is the

Incident Command System.

All radio communication in the United States is under authorization from the Federal

Communications Commission (FCC); as such, fire departments that operate radio

equipment must hold radio licenses from the FCC. Ten codes were popular in the early

days of radio equipment because of poor transmission and reception. Advances in modern

radio technology have reduced the need for ten-codes and many departments have

converted to simple English (clear text). A New York City fireman calls for ten more

rescue workers to make their way into the rubble of the World Trade Center.

16. Structure fires

16.1. A firefighter of the ACT Fire Brigade

Buildings that are made of flammable materials such as wood are different from so

called "fire-resistant" buildings such as concrete high-rises. Generally, a "fire-

resistant" building is designed to limit fire to a small area or floor. Other floors can

be safe simply by preventing smoke inhalation and damage. All buildings suspected

of being on fire must be evacuated, regardless of fire rating.

While sometimes fires can be limited to small areas of a structure, wider collateral

damage due to smoke, water, and burning embers is common. Utility shutoff (such

as gas and electricity) is typically an early priority of arriving fire crews.

Furthermore, fire prevention can take on a special meaning for property where

hazardous materials are being used or stored.

16.2. ACTFB fire trucks

Some fire fighting tactics may appear to be destructive, but often serve specific

needs. For example, during "ventilation" firefighters are often forced to open holes

in the roof or floors of a structure (called "vertical ventilation") or open windows or

walls (called "horizontal ventilation") to remove smoke and heated gases from the

interior of the structure. Such ventilation methods are also used to locate victims

quicker as visibility increases and to help preserve the life of trapped or unconscious

individuals due to the poisonous gases inside of the structure. Vertical Ventilation is
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absolutely vital to firefighter safety in the event of a Flashover or Backdraft

scenario. Releasing the flammable gasses through the roof often eliminates the

possibility of a backdraft and by the removal of heat the possibility of a flashover is

reduced significantly. Flashovers, due to their intense heat (900 - 1200 degrees

fahrenheit) and explosive temperaments are almost always fatal to firefighter

personnel. Precautionary methods, such as busting a window out, often reveal

backdraft situations before the firefighter enters the structure and is met with the

circumstance head-on. Firefighter safety is the number one priority.

Whenever possible, movable property is moved into the middle of a room and

covered with a heavy cloth tarp (a "salvage cover"). Other steps may be taken to

divert or remove fire flow runoff (thus salvaging property by avoiding unnecessary

damage), retrieving/protecting valuables found during suppression or overhaul, and

boarding windows, roofs and doors against the elements and looters.

16.3. Fire control

Fire control (or fire fighting) consists of depriving a fire of fuel (Reducing Agent),

oxygen (Oxidizing Agent), heat and/or the chemical chain reaction that are

necessary to sustain itself or re-kindle (also known as the four components of The

Fire Tetrahedron). Firefighters are equipped with a wide variety of equipment to

accomplish this task. Some of their tools include ladder trucks, pumper trucks,

tanker trucks, fire hose, and fire extinguishers. Very frequent training and refresher

training is required.

Structure fires may be attacked, generally, either by "interior" or "exterior"

resources, or both. Interior crews, using the "two-in, two out" rule, may advance

hose lines inside the building, find the fire and cool it with water. Exterior crews

may direct water into windows or other openings, or against other nearby fuels

exposed to the initial fire. A proper command structure will plan and coordinate the

various teams and equipment to safely execute each tactic. Firefighters trying to

save an abandoned convent in Massueville, Quebec, Canada

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Occupational Safety
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Natural And Man-Made Disasters

Topic : Occupational Safety

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Occupational Safety and Health Administration

 History

 Bill Clinton administration

 Ergonomics Standard

 Controversy

Definition/Overview:

Occupational Safety and Health Administration: The United States Occupational Safety

and Health Administration (OSHA) is an agency of the United States Department of Labor. It

was created by Congress under the Occupational Safety and Health Act, signed by President

Richard M. Nixon, on December 29, 1970. Its mission is to prevent work-related injuries,

illnesses, and deaths by issuing and enforcing rules (called standards) for workplace safety

and health. The agency is headed by Deputy Assistant Secretary of Labor Donald G.

Shalhoub, Esq.

Key Points:

1. Occupational Safety and Health Administration

The OSH Act, which created OSHA also created the National Institute for Occupational

Safety and Health (NIOSH) as a research agency focusing on occupational health and

safety. NIOSH, however, is not a part of the U.S. Department of Labor.

OSHA federal regulations cover most private sector workplaces. The OSH Act permits

states to develop approved plans as long as they cover public sector employees and they

provide protection equivalent to that provided under Federal OSHA regulations. In return,
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a portion of the cost of the approved State program is paid by the Federal Government.

Twenty-two states and territories operate plans covering both the public and private

sectors and four Connecticut, New Jersey, New York and the US Virgin Islands operate

public employee only plans. In those four states, private sector employment remains

under Federal OSHA jurisdiction.

In 2000 the United States Postal Act made the U.S. Post Service the only quasi-

governmental entity to fall under the purview of OSHA jurisdiction. This change permits

OSHA to fine the US Postal Service as if it were a regular non-governmental

organization.

2. History

OSHA was widely criticized in its early years for confusing, burdensome regulations. A

good deal of the early conflict came about because of arbitrary and inconsistent

enforcement during OSHA's early years. In addition, businesses were expected to retrofit

guards and other safety devices on existing equipment and to implement other hazard

controls, often at considerable expense, to bring them in line with then-current best safety

practices. Other requirements, such as mandated training, communication, and extensive

documentation were seen as even more difficult and expensive.

With time, manufacturers of industrial equipment have included OSHA-compliant safety

features on new machinery. Enforcement has become more consistent across

jurisdictions, and some of the more outdated or irrelevant rules have been repealed or are

not enforced. During the Jimmy Carter administration, under the leadership of University

of Cincinnati toxicologist Eula Bingham, OSHA began to concentrate more on health

hazards, such as toxic chemicals. Bingham also launched the "New Directions" program,

OSHA's first worker training grant program.

With the Ronald Reagan and George H.W. Bush administrations came efforts to weaken

OSHA enforcement and rulemaking, although several important rules were issued

including hazard communication (right to know about chemical exposures) and blood-

borne pathogens (to protect workers against illnesses such as hepatitis and AIDS). The

Reagan administration also launched OSHA's Voluntary Protection Program (VPP),

OSHA's first foray into voluntary programs and partnerships with industry. In the VPP,
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management, labor, and OSHA establish cooperative relationships at workplaces that

have implemented a comprehensive safety and health management system. Approval into

VPP is OSHAs official recognition of the outstanding efforts of employers and employees

who have achieved exemplary occupational safety and health.

3. Bill Clinton administration

The Bill Clinton administration began a reorganization of OSHA's approach, focusing

more on "stakeholder" satisfaction through compliance assistance. When the Republicans

took over Congress in 1994, one of their goals was reducing some of the agency's ability

to issue standards. Some Republican sponsored bills were stopped by the Democratic

minority and moderate Republicans, but other legislation passed, such as the Small

Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act of 1996 and the Congressional Review

Act.

4. Ergonomics Standard

In 2000, OSHA issued the ergonomics standard after ten years of study and struggles with

a Republican-controlled Congress and business associations such as the Chamber of

Commerce and National Association of Manufacturers that were unconvinced that

additional government regulation was the right way to address the issue of ergonomic

injuries to American workers. Ergonomic injuries (also known as musculoskeletal

injuries) such as back injuries and carpal tunnel syndrome, account for 1/3 of all serious

injuries suffered by American workers. In March 2001, the Republican controlled

Congress voted to repeal the standard and the repeal was one of the first major pieces of

legislation signed by President George W. Bush. Since the repeal of the ergonomics

standard, OSHA has issued three ergonomics guidelines, and only a small handful of

ergonomic citations under the Act's "general duty" clause.

The Bush administration has largely replaced the process of issuing mandatory

regulations with voluntary guidelines and put additional resources into other, previously

existing voluntary programs, as well as new "Alliance" program. In 2004, the General

Accounting Office issued a report recommending that the Agency collect more data from

participants in order to better ascertain the benefits of the program. A GAO report

released in 1992 concluded that employers participating in the program benefited from
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significant cost reductions in workers' compensation premiums while improving labor

productivity. It is sometimes believed that the Agency promotes "voluntary compliance"

when, in fact, all employers are required by law to comply with all final published rules

promulgated under the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.

5. Controversy

Much of the debate about OSHA regulations and enforcement policies revolves around

the cost of regulations and enforcement, versus the actual benefit in reduced worker

injury, illness and death. A 1995 study of several OSHA standards by the Office of

Technology Assessment (OTA) found that regulated industries as well as OSHA typically

overestimate the expected cost of proposed OSHA standards.

OSHA has come under considerable criticism for the ineffectiveness of its penalties,

particularly criminal penalties. OSHA is only able to pursue a criminal penalty when a

willful violation of an OSHA standard results in the death of a worker. The maximum

penalty is a misdemeanor with a maximum of 6-months in jail. In response to the

criticism, OSHA, in conjunction with the Department of Justice, has pursued several

high-profile criminal prosecutions for violations under the Act, and has announced a joint

enforcement initiative between OSHA and the United States Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA) which has the ability to issue much higher fines than OSHA. Meanwhile,

Congressional Democrats, labor unions and community safety and health advocates are

attempting to revise the OSH Act to make it a felony with much higher penalties to

commit a willful violation that results in the death of a worker. Some local prosecutors

are charging company executives with manslaughter and other felonies when criminal

negligence leads to the death of a worker. During its more than 30 years of existence,

OSHA has secured only 12 criminal convictions. OSHA has been accused of being more

devoted to the numbers of inspections than to actual safety. Industry associations and

unions have resorted to court action to force OSHA to promulgate new standards such as

the Hexavalent Chromium standard
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Topic : Natural And Man-Made Disasters

Topic Objective:

At the end of his topic student will able to learn:

 Natural hazards

 Earthquakes

 Volcanic eruptions

 Bioterrorism

 Chemical Agents & Hazardous Materials

 Radiation Emergencies & Event Management

 Pandemics and Diseases

 Terrorism

Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that a natural disaster is the consequence of a natural hazard (e.g.

volcanic eruption, earthquake, or landslide) which affects human activities. Human

vulnerability, exacerbated by the lack of planning or appropriate emergency management,

leads to financial, environmental or human losses. The resulting loss depends on the capacity

of the population to support or resist the disaster, and their resilience. This understanding is

concentrated in the formulation: "disasters occur when hazards meet vulnerability". A natural

hazard will hence never result in a natural disaster in areas without vulnerability, e.g. strong

earthquakes in uninhabited areas. The term natural has consequently been disputed because

the events simply are not hazards or disasters without human involvement

The topic also discusses that Man-made disasters are events which, either intentionally or by

accident cause severe threats to public health and well-being. Because their occurrence is

unpredictable, man-made disasters pose an especially challenging threat that must be dealt

with through vigilance, and proper preparedness and response. Information on the major

sources of man-made disasters is provided here to help educate the public on their cause and

effects as they relate to emergency planning.
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Key Points:

1. Natural hazards

A natural hazard is a threat of an event that will have a negative effect on people or the

environment. Many natural hazards are related, e.g. earthquakes can result in tsunamis,

drought can lead directly to famine and disease. A concrete example of the division

between hazard and disaster is that the 1906 San Francisco earthquake was a disaster,

whereas earthquakes are a hazard. Hazards are consequently relating to a future

occurrence and disasters to past or current occurrences.

2. Earthquakes

An Earthquake is a sudden shaking or vibration of the earth's crust.The vibrations may

vary in magnitude. The earthquake has point of origin underground called the "focus". The

point directly above the focus on the surface is called the"epicentre". Earthquakes by

themselves rarely kill people or wildlife. It is usually the secondary events that they

trigger, such as building collapse, fires, tsunamis and volcanoes that are actually the

human disaster. As many of these could be avoided by better construction, safety systems,

early warning and evacuation planning, the term unnatural disaster is not unwarranted.

3. Volcanic eruptions

 An Eruption may in itself be a disaster due to the explosion of the volcano or the fall of rock

but there are several effects that may happen after an eruption that are also hazardous to

human life.

 Lava may be produced during the eruption of a volcano a material consisting of superheated

rock. There are several different forms which may be either crumbly or gluey. Leaving the

volcano this destroys any buildings and plants it encounters.

 Volcanic ash - generally meaning the cooled ash - may form a cloud, and settle thickly in

nearby locations. When mixed with water this forms a concrete like material. In sufficient

quantity ash may cause roofs to collapse under its weight but even small quantities will cause

ill health if inhaled. Since the ash has the consistency of ground glass it causes abrasion

damage to moving parts such as engines.
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 Supervolcanos : According to the Toba catastrophe theory 70 to 75 thousand years ago a

super volcanic event at Lake Toba reduced the human population to 10,000 or even 1,000

breeding pairs creating a bottleneck in human evolution. The main danger from a

supervolcano is the immense cloud of ash which has a disastrous global effect on climate and

temperature for many years.

 Pyroclastic flows consist of a cloud of hot volcanic ash which builds up in the air above a

volcano until it collapses under its own weight and streams very rapidly from the mountain

burning anything in its path. It is believed that Pompeii was destroyed by a pyroclastic flow.

4. Bioterrorism

A bioterrorism attack is the deliberate release of viruses, bacteria, or other germs (agents)

used to cause illness or death in people, animals, or plants. These agents are typically

found in nature, but it is possible that they could be changed to increase their ability to

cause disease, make them resistant to current medicines, or to increase their ability to be

spread into the environment.

Biological terrorism dates as far back as ancient Roman civilization, where dead and

rotting animals were thrown into wells to poison water supplies. This early version of

biological terrorism was used to destroy enemy forces covertly. It continued on into the

14th century where the bubonic plague was used to infiltrate enemy cities, both by

instilling the fear of infection in residences, in hopes that they would evacuate, and also to

destroy defending forces that would not yield to the attack. The use of disease as a weapon

in this stage of history exhibited a lack of control aggressors had over their own biological

weapons. Primitive medical technology provided limited means of protection for the

aggressor and a battle's surrounding geographical regions. After the battle was won, the

inability to contain enemies who escaped death led to widespread epidemics affecting not

only the enemy forces, but also surrounding regions' inhabitants. Due to the use of these

biological weapons, and the apparent lack of medical advancement necessary to defend

surrounding regions from them, widespread epidemics such as the bubonic plague quickly

moved across all of Western Europe, destroying a large portion of its population. The

victims of biological terrorism in fact became weapons themselves. This was noted in the

Middle Ages, but medical advancements had not progressed far enough to prevent the

consequences of a weapons use.
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5. Chemical Agents & Hazardous Materials

A chemical emergency occurs when a hazardous chemical has been released and the

release has the potential for harming people's health. Chemical releases can be

unintentional, as in the case of an industrial accident, or intentional, as in the case of a

terrorist attack. A dangerous good is any solid, liquid, or gas that can harm people, other

living organisms, property, or the environment. They are often subject to chemical

regulations. An equivalent term, used almost exclusively in the United States, is

hazardous material (hazmat or HAZMAT). Dangerous goods may be radioactive,

flammable, explosive, toxic, corrosive, biohazardous, an oxidizer, an asphyxiant, a

pathogen, an allergen, or may have other characteristics that render it hazardous in

specific circumstances. Mitigating the risks associated with hazardous materials may

require the application of safety precautions during their transport, use, storage and

disposal. Most countries regulate hazardous materials by law, and they are subject to

several international treaties as well.

6. Radiation Emergencies & Event Management

Radiation is a form of energy that is present all around us. Different types of radiation

exist, some of which have more energy than others. Amounts of radiation released into the

environment are measured in units called curies. However, the dose of radiation that a

person receives is measured in units called rem.

7. Pandemics and Diseases

A pandemic is a global disease outbreak. An influenza pandemic occurs when a new

influenza virus emerges for which there is little or no immunity in the human population

and the virus begins to cause serious illness and then spreads easily person-to-person

worldwide.

8. Terrorism

Terrorism is the use of force or violence against persons or property in violation of the

criminal laws of the United States for purposes of intimidation, coercion, or ransom

Terrorism, according to the Merriam-Webster online dictionary, is the systematic use of

terror, "violent or destructive acts (as bombing) committed by groups in order to
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intimidate a population or government into granting their demands." At present, there is

no internationally agreed upon definition of terrorism. Common definitions of terrorism

refer only to those acts which (1) are intended to create fear (terror), (2) are perpetrated for

an ideological goal (as opposed to a materialistic goal or a lone attack), and (3)

deliberately target (or disregard the safety of) non-combatants. Some definitions also

include acts of unlawful violence or unconventional warfare

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Recreational Safety

School Safety

Where Do We Go From Here? Emergency Care Procedures

Topic : Recreational Safety

Topic Objective:

At the end of his topic student will able to learn:

 Key Facts

 Sport

 Winter Sports

 Playground safety

Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that Sometimes the safety of playgrounds is disputed in school or

among regulators. Over at least the last twenty years, the kinds of equipment to be found

in playgrounds has changed, often towards safer equipment built with modern materials.

For example, an older jungle gym might be constructed entirely from steel bars, while

newer ones tend to have a minimal steel framework while providing a web of nylon ropes

for children to climb on. Playgrounds with equipment that children may fall off often use

mulch on the ground to help break their falls. Rubber mulch is gaining popularity due to

its added ability to break falls
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Key Points:

1. Key Facts

The American Academy of Pediatrics recommends that every child should have an

opportunity to participate in sports or any recreational activity that promotes regular

physical activity. Participation can be related to health benefits as well as health risks.

Although deaths among children playing organized sports are rare, sports injuries are a

common occurrence among children. Brain injury is the leading cause of sports-related

death to children. Each year, more than 3.5 million children ages 14 years and under

receive medical treatment for sports injuries. Approximately 2 out of 5 traumatic brain

injuries among children are associated with participation in sports and recreational

activities. More than 30 million children participate in sports each year in the United

States. Nearly three-quarters of U.S. households with school-age children have at least one

child who plays organized sports. The most common types of sport-related injuries in

children are sprains (mostly ankle), muscle strains, bone or growth plate injuries, repetitive

motion injuries, and heat-related illness.

2. Sport

A recent survey found that among athletes ages 5 to 14 years, 15 percent of basketball

players, 28 percent of football players, 22 percent of soccer players, 25 percent of

baseball players, and 12 percent of softball players have been injured while playing their

respective sports. In 2004, nearly 391,800 children ages 5 to 14 years were treated in

hospital emergency rooms for either football or basketball-related injuries.

3. Winter Sports

Each year, children ages 0-14 years sustain nearly 52,000 injuries involving snowmobiles,

sleds, snow skis or snowboards. Children ages 5-14 years are at a higher risk of winter

sports injuries; each year, approximately 49,000 injuries are sustained among this age

group involving skiing, snowboarding or sledding.
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4. Playground safety

Sometimes the safety of playgrounds is disputed in school or among regulators. Over at

least the last twenty years, the kinds of equipment to be found in playgrounds has

changed, often towards safer equipment built with modern materials. For example, an

older jungle gym might be constructed entirely from steel bars, while newer ones tend to

have a minimal steel framework while providing a web of nylon ropes for children to

climb on. Playgrounds with equipment that children may fall off often use mulch on the

ground to help break their falls. Rubber mulch is gaining popularity due to its added

ability to break falls. A study done by the Canadian Institute for Health Information found

that playground injuries were responsible for 23 visits a day to emergency rooms in

Ontario, Canada. The largest proportion of these visits were for orthopedic and head

injuries (51% and 22% respectively.) In the United States, approximately 200,000

emergency room visits occur each year because of accidents on commercial and

residential playgrounds.. In the United States the Consumer Product Safety Commission

and the American National Standards Institute have created a Standardized Document and

Training System for certification of Playground Safety Inspectors. These regulations are

nation wide and provide a basis for safe playground installation and maintenance

practices. ASTM F1487-07 deals with specific requirements regarding issues such as play

ground layout, use zones, and various test criteria for determining play ground safety.

ASTM F2373 covers public use play equipment for children 6-24 months old. This

information can be applied effectively only by a trained C.P.S.I. A National Listing of

Trained Playground Safety Inspectors is available for many states. A Certified Playground

Safety Inspector (CPSI) is a career that was developed by the National Playground Safety

Institute (NPSI) and is recognized nationally by the National Recreation and Park

Association or N.R.P.A. (Some information sources offer interactive examples of

playground equipment that violates CPSC guidelines.) European Standards EN 1177

specifies the requirements for surfaces used in playgrounds. For each material type and

height of equipment it specifies a minimum depth of material required. EN 1176 covers

playground equipment standards
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Topic : School Safety

Topic Objective:

At the end of his topic student will able to learn:

 Protecting Children from Violent Situations at School

Safe, Disciplined and Drug-free Schools

School security assessments

Proactive school security and emergency preparedness training

Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that a safe and secure environment is a prerequisite for effective teaching

and learning. Threats to the safety and security of people and property can arise from natural

hazards for example earthquake, floods and storms or from human actions such as vandalism,

arson, and violent crime. While catastrophic events and human tragedies cannot be eliminated

entirely, there is a role for facility designers, institutional managers, emergency response

teams, and post-crisis intervention in mitigating their negative impact.

Key Points:

1. Protecting Children from Violent Situations at School

One of the primary focal points and task of this site will be to improve the conditions that

our children are forced to endure regarding their physical safety at school. The public

school parents network stands firm on the basic premise that under no circumstances

should any child ever feel that their physical safety and emotional well being is

compromised at any time and under any circumstances. Further more, it is our position

that the assurance and ultimate responsibility for our children's safety is the responsibility

of each individual school's administration, but without our active participation as parents

the outlook is bleak. Unfortunately educators are forced to operate under almost ridiculous

circumstances. Until parents become vocal and active in making a difference in public

education, administrators are left vulnerable and ineffective. There has to be a ground
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swell of parental commitment to the improvement of our schools. If there is to be a light at

the end of the tunnel, it is our responsibility to hold the torch high enough to provide a

beacon of light bright enough and strong enough for our children to follow.

2. Safe, Disciplined and Drug-free Schools

For students to learn well, their schools must be disciplined and feel safe. While most

schools do provide a secure learning environment, a growing number of schools in all

types of communities--urban, suburban, and rural--are experiencing problems with

violence and with alcohol and drug use.

Fortunately, schools, parents, and communities are finding practical ways to provide

children the safe and disciplined conditions they need and should expect to find in school,

such as by promoting smaller schools, respectful communities, fair and rigorously

enforced discipline codes, teacher training to deal with violence, school uniforms, and

after-school programs that keep kids productive and off the streets. As a nation, we too

must do everything possible to ensure that schools provide a safe and secure environment

where the values of discipline, hard work and study, responsibility, and respect can thrive

and be passed on to our children. We have a basic, old-fashioned bottom line. We must get

drugs and violence out of our schools, and we must put discipline and learning back in

them.

3. School security assessments

School security assessments provide proactive, practical, and cost-effective

recommendations for school safety and crisis preparedness planning, heightened school

security for terrorist threats, school gang prevention and intervention, school security and

school police staffing, school security and crisis procedures, physical security, special

event management, school crime prevention and school crisis training, school-community

collaboration, transportation security, linking security with prevention and intervention

programs, and more.

4. Proactive school security and emergency preparedness training

Proactive school security and emergency preparedness training helps schools with

improving school staff emergency management and emergency response capacity,
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lockdown and evacuation procedures, crisis media and communications issues, best

practices in security and school crime prevention, understanding national trends in school

deaths and violence, managing and assessing student threats, school safety assessment

processes, heightened security during national terror alerts, and related school safety

trends and hot topics. School gang training helps school officials and community partners

develop sound gang prevention, intervention, and enforcement strategies. School bus

security and emergency training helps school transportation managers and school bus

drivers prevent and manage violence and emergencies on school buses. School terrorism

preparedness training helps school officials identify practical, cost-effective, and common

sense best practices for "heightened security" and school emergency preparedness during

times of national terrorism and security alerts. Post-crisis school safety consulting support

services help school board members, superintendents, and principals address parent and

school-community concerns about school security and emergency preparedness issues

after a crisis

Topic : Where Do We Go From Here? Emergency Care Procedures

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to learn:

 Emergency medical services

 Purpose of Emergency Medical

 Levels of care in EMS

 Basic Life Support

 Advanced Life Support (ALS)

Definition/Overview:

Emergency medical services:Emergency medical services (abbreviated to the initialism

"EMS" in some countries) are a branch of Emergency services dedicated to providing out-of-

hospital acute medical care and/or transport to definitive care, to patients with illnesses and

injuries which the patient, or the medical practitioner, believes constitutes a medical

emergency.
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Key Points:

1. Emergency medical services

Emergency medical services may also be locally known as: First aid squad, Emergency

squad, Rescue squad, Ambulance squad, Ambulance service, Ambulance corps or Life

squad. The goal of most emergency medical services is to either provide treatment to

those in need of urgent medical care, with the goal of satisfactorily treating the malady, or

arranging for timely removal of the patient to the next point of definitive care. This is

most likely an emergency department at a hospital or another place where physicians are

available. The term Emergency Medical Service evolved to reflect a change from a

simple transportation system (ambulance service) to a system in which actual medical

care occurred in addition to transportation. In some developing regions, the term is not

used, or may be used inaccurately, since the service in question does not provide

treatment to the patients, but only the provision of transport to the point of care.

2. Purpose of Emergency Medical

An emergency medical service exists to fulfill the basic principles of first aid, which are

to Preserve Life, Prevent Further Injury, and Promote Recovery. This common theme in

medicine is demonstrated by the star of life. The Star of Life showed here, where each of

the 'arms' to the star represent one of the 6 points. These 6 points are used to represent the

six stages of high quality pre-hospital care, which are:

 Early Detection - Members of the public, or another agency, find the incident and understand

the problem

 Early Reporting - The first persons on scene make a call to the emergency medical services

and provide details to enable a response to be mounted

 Early Response - The first professional (EMS) rescuers arrive on scene as quickly as

possible, enabling care to begin

 Good On Scene Care - The emergency medical service provides appropriate and timely

interventions to treat the patient at the scene of the incident

 Care in Transit - the emergency medical service load the patient in to suitable transport and

continue to provide appropriate medical care throughout the journey
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 Transfer to Definitive Care - the patient is handed over to an appropriate care setting, such as

the emergency department at a hospital, in to the care of physicians

3. Levels of care in EMS

Emergency Medical Service is provided by a variety of individuals, using a variety of

methods. To some extent, these will be determined by country and locale, with each

individual country having its own 'approach' to how EMS should be provided, and by

whom. In some parts of Europe, for example, legislation insists that efforts at providing

advanced life support (ALS) services must be physician-led, while other permit some

elements of that skill set to specially trained nurses, but have no paramedics. Elsewhere,

as in North America, the UK and Australia, ALS services are performed by paramedics,

but rarely with the type of direct "hands-on" physician leadership seen in Europe.

Increasingly, particularly in the UK and in South Africa, the role is being provided by

specially-trained paramedics who are independent practitioners in their own right.

Beyond the national model of care, the type Emergency Medical Service will be

determined by local jurisdictions and medical authorities, based upon the needs of the

community, and the economic resources to support it.

A category of emergency medical service which is known as 'medical retrieval' in some

countries refers to critical care transport of patients between hospitals (as opposed to pre-

hospital). Such services are a key element in regionalised systems of hospital care where

intensive care services are centralised to a few specialist hospitals. An example of this is

the Emergency Medical Retrieval Service in Scotland.

Generally speaking, the levels of service available will fall into one of three categories;

Basic Life Support (BLS), Advanced Life Support (ALS), and care by traditional

healthcare professionals, meaning nurses and/or physicians working in the pre-hospital

setting and even on ambulances. In some jurisdictions, a fourth level, Intermediate Life

Support (ILS), which is essentially a BLS provider with a moderately expanded skill set,

may be present, but this level rarely functions independently, and where it is present may

replace BLS in the emergency part of the service. When this occurs, any remaining staff

at the BLS level is usually relegated to the non-emergency transportation function. Job

titles typically include Emergency Medical Technician, Ambulance Technician, or

Paramedic. While these job titles are protected by legislation in some countries, this
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protection is by no means universal, and anyone might, for example, call themselves an

'EMT' or a 'paramedic', regardless of their training, or the lack of it. In some jurisdictions,

both technicians and paramedics may be further defined by the environment in which

they operate, including such designations as 'Wilderness', 'Tactical', and so on.

4. Basic Life Support

4.1. First Responder

A first responder person who arrives first at the scene of an incident, and whose

job is to provide early critical care such as CPR or using an AED.First responders

may be dispatched by the ambulance service, may be passers-by, citizen

volunteers, or may be members of other agencies such as the police, fire

department, or search and rescue.

4.2. Ambulance Driver

Some jurisdictions separate the 'driver' and 'attendant' functions, employing

ambulance driving staff with no medical qualification (or just a first aid

certificate), whose job is to drive the ambulance. While this approach persists in

some countries, such as Italy and India, it is generally becoming increasingly rare.

Ambulance drivers may be trained in radio communications, ambulance operations

and emergency response driving skills.

4.3. Ambulance Care Assistant (ACA)

Ambulance Care Assistants have varying levels of training across the world. In

many countries, such staff are usually only required to perform patient transport

duties (which can include stretcher or wheelchair cases), rather than acute care.

However, there remain both countries and individual jurisdictions in which

economics will not support ALS service, and the efforts of such individuals may

represent the only EMS available. Dependent on the provider (and resources

available), they may be trained in first aid or extended skills such as use of an

AED, oxygen therapy and other live-saving or palliative skills. In some services,

they may also provide emergency cover when other units are not available, or

when accompanied by a fully qualified technician or paramedic.
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4.4. Emergency Medical Technician (EMT)

Emergency medical technicians, also known as Ambulance Technicians in the UK

and EMT in the United States. Technicians are usually able to perform a wide

range of emergency care skills, such as defibrillation, care of spinal injuries and

oxygen therapy.In some jurisdictions, some EMTs are able to perform duties as IV

and IO cannulation, administration of a limited number of drugs, more advanced

airway procedures, CPAP, Analgesic Administration, and limited cardiac

monitoring and manual defibrillator capabilities.Most advanced procedures and

skills are not within the national scope of practice for an EMT-B.As such most

states require additional training and certifications to perform above the national

curriculum standards.

5. Advanced Life Support (ALS)

5.1.Paramedic (EMT-P)

A paramedic has a high level of prehospital medical training and usually involves

key skills not performed by technicians, often including cannulation (and with it

the ability to use a range of drugs such as morphine), cardiac monitoring,

intubation and other skills such as performing a cricothyrotomy. In many

countries, this is a protected title, and use of it without the relevant qualification

may result in criminal prosecution. In the United States, paramedics represent the

highest licensure level of prehospital emergency care. In addition, several

certifications exist for Paramedics such as Wilderness ALS Care, Flight Paramedic

Certification (FP-C), and Critical Care Emergency Medical Transport Program

certification.

5.2.Critical Care Paramedic (CCEMTP)

A critical care paramedic, also called an advanced practice Paramedic in some US

States, represents a higher level of licensure above that of the DOT and NREMT-

Paramedic curriculum. These Paramedics receive at least six months of additional

training beyond normal EMS medicine in a Critical Care Emergency Medical

Transport Program, including critical care use of devices and life support systems
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normally restricted to the ICU or critical care hospital setting, placement and use

of UVCs, UACs, surgical airways, Rapid Sequence Intubation (RSI) intubation,

blood administration, and chest tube insertion. The Critical Care Transport role

exists in the U.S., and also in a number of other countries (including Canada). The

training, permitted skills, and certification requirements vary from one jurisdiction

to the next.

5.3.Paramedic Practitioner or Emergency Care Practitioner

In the United Kingdom and South Africa, some serving paramedics receive

additional university education to become practitioners in their own right, which

gives them absolute responsibility for their clinical judgement, including the ability

to autonomously prescribe medications, including drugs usually reserved for

doctors, such as courses of antibiotics. An emergency care practitioner is a position

sometimes referred to as a 'super paramedic' and is designed to bridge the link

between ambulance care and the care of a general practitioner. ECPs are university

graduates in Emergency Medical Care or qualified paramedics who have

undergone further training, and are authorized to perform specialized techniques.

Additionally some may prescribe medicines (from a limited list) for longer term

care, such as antibiotics. With respect to a Primary Health Care setting, they are

also educated in a range of Diagnostic techniques
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